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ABSTRACT 
The Semall tiphlolite dominates the geological framework of 
the Oman Mountains and represents the _southern ~*tension of 
a discontinuous belt of ophtolites emplaced ori the eastern 
edge of the Arabi an con t 1 nen,tal margin in the Late 
Cretaceou&. Its obduction 
emplacement .of shelf, 
" 
sequences of . .Mesozoic 
Supergroup, t~e Sumeini 
• respectively. 
slope 
age, 
Group 
The Sufrat ad Dawh Range 
Hawa,sina Complex; 'namely the 
Wahrah, Al Ayn _and· Haliw 
style. in this . ·are{! is 
hinterlarid-facing imbricate 
led to 
..... 
the 
i 
te lescopt"ng and 
and basinal sediment;.ary 
corresponding to the Hajar 
and the Hawasina Complex, 
is underlain by units of the 
Hamrat Duru Group and the 
formations. The deformational 
./ 
dominated 
thrust stack. 
by a regular 
Two sets o_~ 
•imbricate. thrust faul'ts are ~ecognized. The faults 0~ the 
predomin~nt set dip northwards, and a~e generally parallel 
to. bedding. In the Wahrah nappe, they define an impressive 
array of connecting, rejoining and diverging sptays with 
minor folding. This set of faults is folded on a 
macroscopic · sc.ale along E-W trending axes, and these Eolds 
are, in tur~, truncated by steeply northerly-dipping reverse 
faults belonging to the second set. This second set defines 
large-scale re-imbrlcation :~ystem, syst ema ticall y 
repeating the H'awasina· tectonostratigraphy. Open folding 
along N-S trending axes occurs in the southern p ar t of the 
Sufrat ad Da~h Range. 
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The tectonic evolutlo~. of the HawAsina Comple-i in the 
Sufrat ad Dawh Range is d0i v:b d.ed ·into three s 'tages. The 
stage is' an early .imbrication event re·lated to th.e 
tel~tscoping of the Hawasina sequences inr-o ·separate nappes. 
and to the tectonic superposition of these nappes in the 
st~cking o~der generally displaied in th~ Omau Mo~ntai n s. 
The s~cond stage iorresponds to the foldin g of the nappes at 
distinct intervals across the strike of the allochtho ns, an d 
with additiorial shortening ln 
,/ 
the N-S direc;ti~n, to t he 
·. 
dlsr~pt~on of the limbs of these folds and re-imbrlca~1Qn of 
the Hawasina nappes. The last stage _r-e-·su 1 t s e'l"the r f r o l'l 
I 
inhomogene~us ~ompression in the E-W diiectfon, 
of the nappes over' a N-S oriented r ,,amp .at depth. 
o ~ b~e n di n g 
The t l m1. n g 
of def'o.rmation 
alternatives are 
:) 
cannot be 
p r e.s en t e d . 
ascertained a nd s ev' e ral 
The re-imbrlcatlon is th o u g h t 
to extend at depth ~eneath the shelf carbonate sequen c es o f 
the Hajar Supergroup. 
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Timing of deformation of · the Hawas ina 123 
Complex . in the Sufrat ad Da~h · Range. 
The numbers 1, 2 • and 3 are the three 
stages of deformation recorded in the 
study . area. (See - text for dj.scussion) 
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Chapter ' l 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 General per~pective and rationale of the present study 
.r--
The - Oman Mountains are located along the north-eastern 
:::::.:·,:::.,·::::·.:::·::·:::.::. ::: .. :·:::·::: .. :: .. :·:: 
length, that\ extends from the Sttait of Hormuz in a 
south-easterly direction towards the Indian· ocean' . The y 
separate the Gulf of Oman to the north-east - from the Rrid 
.. 
deserts of . Saudi Arabia to the south-west. This regi o n i..s 
well known, geologically, for hosting the Semail o'phiolite, 
which represents one of the larg_est and b~st expose d 
fragments of ancient oceanic lithosphere in the world (e.g . 
Coleman, 1981). At the end of the Cretaceous, the Semail 
ophiolite was emplaced fro m the north~east onto the Arabi-'ln 
continental margin, in 
Mesozoic succession of slope 
s e quences _ d e p o sited along 
conjunctio,n with a telescol' e d 
' 
to b11sinal s~dimentar y rock 
this m!lrgin •. These unt.ts·, 
d e signated the Haw;~sina Comple){ (Glennie et ~· · ' 19 7 3. 
1974), are now superbly exposed in the foothi.lls of th~ 
western, ext-ernal part of the mountain belt, and in ·wll\dows 
centered on antiformal culminations ln the lriternal part o f 
the belt. 
\ 
.. 
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Figure 1-1: 
2 
Oman Mtns 
Location of the Oman Mountains in the 
M 1 d d le - E a s t • 
.. 
' 
• ' 3 
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Regional geoLogical investigations conducted by Glennie et 
al. (1973~ 197 4) in the Om_an M~untain:~, showed ··that the 
deformational style of the Hawasina nappes is typically 
dominated by extensive h i n t e r 1 a n d·- f a C·i n g i m b r 1 c a t e t h r u s t 
stacks, and south,..westerly verging folds. Horeover, the 
Hawasina ComplelC is composed of a series of 
te~tonostratigraphic units, or nappes, each formed of a 
folded and thrusted succ~ssion of sedi~ehtaxy rocks of a 
distinct facies. A number of these nappes are recognised in 
the · Oman Mountains. The way · in which_ they are structurally 
"stacked " follows a · very consistent order, which is 
interpreted by Glennie et al. (1973, 1974) in terms o f a 
simple palinspastic reconstruction, such th at the higher 
nappes within the · Haw as l. n a Complex <!_ r i gin ate d fa r the r fj o :n 
the Arabian . contine.Jt'al margin, than did the tower nappes. 
The Hawasina Complex now lies te c tonically above t h e srelf 
carbonate sequences of the Arabian platform, and i s o ver lai n 
by t~e Semall ~phlolite in the internal part of the mountain 
11 belt. 
The Sufrat ad , Dawh Range provides a well exposed segme n t 
of the· Hawasina Complex in the western foothills of the Oman. 
Mounta.ins. 
dis p lay.s 
This range ~s of particular lnterest, because it 
l a r g e - s c a 1 e s t r u c t u r 'e s t h a t . a r e no t c h a r a c t e r 1 s t i c 
I 
of t he d e formatlonS}l style of the Haw a sina Compl e x ln t:he 
Oman Mountains. Glennie et al. (1974) reve il l e d the 
occur t"'en c e of a major reversal in t he u sua l tectonic 
superposition of the Haw as in a napp t>S , . referred t o <I S o n e of 
.. 
) 
r 
-- ·-
) 
\ . 
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several local exceptio~s to an otherwise ~onsistent tectonic 
,,_ 
pattern. Further, these workers indicated the possi b le 
exist~ace of an E-W trending antiformal cuimin~tlon in t h is 
area, affecting ~he contact of two distinct ~awa~ina nappes 
and leading to the for~atibn of a tectonic window. Such a 
structure ha~ > not been r~ported elsewhere in the wes~ern 
foothills. 
1.2 Purpose and methods of the pre~ent study 
The purpose of the present study is to examine in deta i l, 
in the lljht o f r~cent advances in modern thrust tectoni c s, 
the internal structur a l geometry of the Hawasina Co mp l ex i n 
the Sufrat ad Da wh Range, aqd to determine the klne matl c 
e volution o f the Ha wasina nappes exp?sea in this area . 
• To achieve the s e g6als,Ja N-S trending structural transe c t 
of th e Sufrat a~ Dawh Range was mapped at scales of 1:20 0 00 
and 1:50 000. Several structural cross-sections wer~ drawn 
to ;tid in the understanding of the geometri ca l 
configurati o ns and relationships of the Hawasina n a ppes in 
this area. The mapping was carried out main l y ;ith the use 
} . 
of 1:60 000 black and white air photographs wit h o verl a y s. 
Coloured, oblique aerial photographs, taken during a l o w 
altitude plane overfli g ht, and stereo grams are pr o vid e d to 
co rroborate th e information conveyed by the g eo l o gt ca l ma ps. 
\_ 
" 
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1.3 Physiography and climate· 
t 
The general physiographical outline of the Oman Mountains 
is shown in figure 1-2. The backbone _ of the mduntains is 
d·omi nate d by the Jebel Akhdar - Jebel Nakhl - Sai h Hatat 
topographical lineament, which 1s formed of rugged peaks and 
rldges rising 3000 meters a bove . sea level. These mo-untains 
are deeply incised by ·tortuous wadis (dry creeks) generally 
1 es s than ~ few hundred meters in width. In the foothills, 
the to~ography consists of va s t surface areas of hilly 
bedrock terrain rang 1 n g 1 n e 1 e v 1:1 t 1 on up to seve r a 1 h 11 n d reds; 
meters, with vari a ble proportion of stony gravel plains. 
Oman is essentially a desett. Apart from the luxuri!l n t \ 
date tree oases occasionally encountered '·along the wadis, 
the vegetation is restricted to sparsely distribute d thor n y 
acacia shrubs. The degr~e of rock expo''Sure rath e r depen ds ~ .. ---
on the amount of gravel plain. The average exposure in th e 
mo untains reaches 100%' while in the foothills it exce eds 
80%. -
Th e tempelature in 
0 0 
the western 
0 0 
foothills varies from 
10 -30 C in Janu ~ry to 30 -45 C in July. The humid ity ls 
much higher along the ~oast than at the western side of the 
mountains. Because of the high temperature experience d ln 
the ·summer, the winter ·months are mor e propitiou s for fie t d 
work. 
Although 
the annual 
most of 
the winter la referred to as t h e rai ny sea s o n, 
p~~averages less than 500 millim e t e r .c;, 
\ . 
it occurring d~ring short, sudd e n r a i nst orm s . I n 
' . 
6 
.. 
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Figure l-2 : Physiography of the Om~n Mountains. 
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the mountains, these storms result in Yery hazardous "flash 
floods" dashing down the wadis and sweeping everything in 
their paths. the remainder of the time, however, Oman 
enjoys a wide open sty: 
1.4 Location, accessibility and logistics 
The Sufrat ad Dawh . R'ange is located 30 kilometer-s 
south-east of Nizwa (figure l-3). It occupies a surface area 
of approx1metely 500 square kilometers and lies between 
0 0 0 ~ 
longitude 57 40' and 58 OQ'E, and latitude 22 30' and 
0 
22 SO'N. It is linked to the Nizwa - Huscat highway by a 
major ~raded road and can be accessed by four-whee 1 d riv e \ 
vehicles along numerous tracks and wadis. ~ 
The field work for this ~tudy was carried out during the 
winters of 1983 and 1984, from January to March. From a 
permanent base situated near Muscat, the author either drove 
or was dropped off to a ca~psite with camping g e ar, f oo d and 
water provisions for periods of time ranging from 3 to lO 
days, w~ich alternated with 2 to 3 days back to Musc.<~t for 
re-supply. 
The desert was found to be very ho s pitable. The weather 
is highly conducive to field wotk and the evenings are 
starry and extremely peaceful. The study area hetng fairly 
remote fro~ any main centre of population, it is o nly 
inhabited by a number of· bedouins A.nd "their herds of goa ts 
and camels. These people manifested inuch frlendlyness, 
interest, and perhaps, sympAthy f o r this lonesome foreigner 
with quite p ecu liar preoccup~tions. 
' \ 
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Chapter 2 
GEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND 
2.1 Regional tectonic setting of the Arabian Peninsula 
• The Arabian Peninsula forms a distinct element in the 
tectonic framework of the Middle-East (figure 2-1). lt is 
cored by a crystalline basement of Proterozoic age referred 
to as. the Arabian shield. This basement is e&posed along a 
stucturally up~ifted area in Yemen ~nd western S a uni Arabia 
(Powers et ~-. 1966), as well as in the central and the 
south-eastern part of the Sultanate of O_man (Glennie ~ ~:·, 
1974; Gorin et ~-. 1982). In the remaining part of t he · 
peninsula, the basement · is overlain by a thick and 
relatively undeformed succession of sedimentary rocks, whose 
age spans the Early Cambrian to the Pliocene (Powers ~ ~·· 
1966; Murris, 1980). ! This succession is · composed 
predominantly of an · alternation of non-mari n e " c la.stlc rock. 
sequences, such as sandstones, 9hales and shaly marls, and 
ca~onate rock sequences of platf o rmal affinities (Powers ~ 
, 
!.!. .• 1966). The Arabian p e nin s ula betntved essentially a!'i a 
scable pla~form throughout the Paleo%oic and the Mesozoic 
eras, as well as most of the Cenozoi c . 
To the ~est and the south, the Arabian shield is separated 
10 
EURASIA 
Ophiolite ~ 
Spreading Ridge ~ 
. Fault ~ 
AFRICA 
Figure 2-1: Regional tectonic setting of the 
Arabian peninsula (modified after 
Coleman, 1981). 
from the African continent by the Red Sea Rift which was 
initiated in the Late Cretaceous (Girdler, 1980). To the 
south-east, it is bounded by the Oman-Murray Fracture Zone 
(Coleman, 1981). Towards the north and the east, the 
Arabian platformal sequences become progressively more 
deformed as they reach the Zagros suture zone (Powers et 
al., 1966; Falcon, 1967). This belt is part of the 
Alpine-Himalayan mountain chain, and stretches easterly from 
the Mediteranean Sea into Turkey and south-easterly into 
11 
Iran tow~ r d s the Strait of Hormuz, then ex:tends southwards 
in the Su~tanate of Oman (see figure 2-t). It co_incid.es 
with a ·elL s con t i n u o us alig'flment -of ophiolites . ' and 
radi~larit.es; the southernmost extension of this belt is 
\) 
represented by the Semail ophiolite and th~ Hawasina Complex 
(Rico~, 1971). 
North-east of the Zagros belt, across the Gulf of . Omao, 
lie the Iranian microplates and Eurasia (Stocklin, ,lll74; 
Adamia et ai., 1980). 1 n t .h e 1 a t e P r e c a m b r i a n a n d P a 1 e o z o i c : 
- I 
t tme, the Arabian peninsula and Iran were in cr a tonic 
continuity and formed part of Gondwanaland (St.pcklin, 1974). 
Rifting and fragmentation of this lanamass began in the 
Triassic, and led to the formation of the Afro-Arabian plate 
and the Iraniao microplates, which·were -separated by the .- _,.... .-
"Nee-Tethys" seaway · from the Triassic to the ·Late Cretaceous 
(Stocklin, 197 4; Hsu and Bern<>ulli, 1978; Adamia !:..!_ ~·, 
19 80) • This rifting episode proceed'ed concurrently with the 
closure of a Paleo-Tethys ocean to the north, separating th~ 
Eurasian continent and the Iranian microp.lates. (Adamia et 
!.!.·. 1980). The c.losutt" of the · Neo-Tethys occurred when the 
Af'ro-Ar'lfbian continent was drifting north towards a 
north-d~pping subduction zone beneath Iran • In Late 
. Cn~taceous time, the Afro-Arabian continent and the Iran 
•nicropl.ates. collided · and tht"s res .ulted in the obduc.tion Qf 
I 
t he o p h 1 o 1 1 t e s a n d t he e 111 p l.ac e nu!· n t o f r a d 1 o 1 a r i t e s a rt d o t !') e c 
,, . 
pelagic Mesozoic se,diment{lty sequences ·onto the eiJsterl} 
margi ·n of the Arabian continental margin (Ric?u, 1971, 197&; 
.... 
Adamia "et ~·· 1980). 
l 
.. 
12 
A large part 
~ . 
o f the de f or m a t ion i n the Zagr-os F o 1 d Be l t 
occurred in · the P 1 i o c e rt e and cons is ted of an ear 1 y P·f as e o f 
. ' \ SW·NE oriented, horizontal shortening which resulte d in 
south-west directed thrusting and NW-SE oriented upright 
fblding I (Ricou, 1976). Post-Oligocene deformatiOn is also 
recognized · in Oman (Morton, 1 959), but the •importance of 
this ·deforma'tion is difficult' t o asse5 s , du e to the scat"ci ty 
• 
of post-Late Cretaceous, p -re-Miocene r o ck cover. Ro c k u n i ts 
of that age are extensive·ly exposed alo ng th e Zagro s Fol d 
Belt. 
Seismic evidence indicates that the alpine t e ctoni cs ar e 
still · active today. In Iran, this is also shown by th e 
t ll t i n g o f t e r ·r a c e s a n d be a c h e s a n d .r e c e n t v o l. c a n 1 c a c t l v 1 t y 
(Adamia et ~·, 1980). The present Za g ros belt is the l o cus 
of t"egional strike-slip movement (RtCO}l 1 1976; Ad am i a et 
!..!·. ~980). 
2 • 2 P r e v i o u s g e o 1 o g 1 c & 1 i n ve s t i g a t i o n s. i n t h ~ 0 m a n H o u n t a L n s 
The fir s .t s i g n 1 f i c a n t c o n t r' 1 b u t 1 o a t o t he g e o l o g y o f t h e 
Oman Mountains . was made by Lees (1928) who e s t a blishe d' a 
I 
broad stratigraphical framework. tie identifie d th e 
Pre - Permian basement, i 'ts cover of ahallow-mat"in e Me s o ~ oi c 
shelf ~arbonate· sequences, the complexly deformed "Hawa s ln <> 
Set"ies", the "Semail lgneo.us Series" and 
\' 
the 'POst·- seno n t.an .. 
shallow :- martne carbonate sequenc es • . 6n the ba s is o f l i mi te d 
paleontolo g ical and field evidence, Lees · deduced t -he 
allochthonous nature of the · Semail and the Hawasina Series, 
/ 
. / 
-. 
1 3 
and placed constraint;~ on the time of their emplac.eroe t\ t, 
relating it with the pre-Gossau movement s of the A 1 p s 
(pre-Cenomanian). 
Morton (1959), in a synopsis of geological L.nvestLgatl o ns 
carried out by oil companies, presented a more elaborate 
account of the stratigraphy, and refuted the allochthonous 
thesis of Lees ( 1 9 2 8 ) • He proposed an in-s L t u· or l gin f o r 
the Semafl Igneous Se rie s , by t h.e n referred t o as an 
ophiolitic suite, and~the Hawasina Series. This was 
by Wilson (1969), 
c.. 
supported who provided a dditional 
arguments in favour of the concor'dant n a ture o f th e Hawasin;1 
succession, attributing the deformation of t h is su c c es sion 
to "9ravity slumping". 
Reinhardt (1969) c onducted a field and petrological stud y 
.of the Semail ophiolite, and su~gested that this ophiolit e 
o}:'iglnated in a . deep-seated crustal· environment n ot 
reconcilable · with its present· position o n the Arabia n 
continent a l 
f 
margin. lie proposed that these rocks formed at 
an ancient oc e anic spreading center and were l ater emplaced 
onto the Ar a bian c ontinental margi~ by gravity slidi n g. 
Allemann and Peters , (1972) pr o vided new field and 
paleontolo.gical evidence conflicting with Wilson ' s ( 1 9 6 9) 
data, and reaffirming Lees (1928) cone lusl.ons on the 
allochthoneity of the Hawasina and the · Semail.units. 
The first systematic ana lysis of the str a t i g r a p h i c a l , 
petrological and st:ructural aspects of the wh o l e o f t h e Oma n 
o r o g e n 1 c be 1 t . ·w a s p r e s e n ted b y G 1 e n n 1 e ~ a 1. ( 1 9 7 3 , 1 9 7 4 ) • 
-- -- ~ ~ - - - ~~-~--
r 
/ 
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Petrologic a l ~ '·. 
and provided a comprehensive These authors 
geological account of. the Semail ophiolite. Further mo re,. 
they \convincingly de!Jionstrated that the Hawasina Series of 
Lees (1928) · can be subdivided into a succession of 
tectonostratigraphic units that are chronostratigraphicall y 
equivalent to the shelf carbonate sequences that they 
overlie. They proposed . that the Hawasina units along with 
the Sumeini Group, a new unit which they introduced, 
represent slope to basinal sedimentary sequences that were 
deposited on the eastern margin of the Arabian conetnent 
between the Permian and the Middle Cretaceous, and we r e 
emplaced on ~his margin during the 6bduction of th e Sem ~il 
ophiolite. Moreover, Glennie et al. (1974) pre s"e n ted a 
series of schematic structural sections running across the 
trend of the OOn Mountains. These demonstrate a 
consistency of "the tectonic stacking order of the various 
allochthonous elements. The Sufrat ad Dawh Range, however, 
displays · ~ maj~r exception ~o this schem~. This is shown in 
f i g u r e 2 - 2 • I:' t. he northern p a.ct of this range , the Wahrah 
nap~e overlies tectonically the Hamrat Duru nappe. This is 
in accord.ance with· the .usual tectonic relationship o f these 
.. 
nappes as displayed elsewhere in the Oman Mountains (as 
,/ 
discussed in the next se.ction). To the south of this range, 
howe v.e r, the opposite relationship is shown to occur. 
Glennie et .al. (1974) interpreted this geomet.ry either .as a · 
result of "secondary imbrications or thrusts, c reated after 
the two units had al~eady been tectonically superimposed ln 
• 
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Figure 2•2: Schematic cross-section of the 
Sufrat ad Dawh Range (Glennie et al., 1974, 
Enc lo sure 5, se.c ti on 9),-
' 
a . no rllal way or d-ue to a "loc al envelopment of the 
overlying Wahra~ Formatiori in front of the Ham r·a t Duru 
thrust sheet" (p.342) . . Further, while the internal 
stru.cture · of , the Hawasina Complex in the western foothills. 
Ls characterised by a regular hinterl.and_-facing imbrication, 
Glennie et al. ·(1974) indicate the occurren~e of a . majl)r 
antiformar culmination in the northern part of the Sufrat ad 
.Dawh Range. 
The allochthonOI.!S nature of the Hawasina. and the Semail 
unit~ has gained the · acceptance of later workers, and 
various models for the emplacement of the allochthons were 
proposed (Elliott, 1976; Dewey 1976; Wel~a~d and Mi tc hel l , 
1977; Gealy, . l977; Graham, l980,a,p; Colem a n 1981). 
Searle (1.980) and Sea.t:le a nd Mal.pa.s 198 2 ) 
documented the nature and the origi~ 6f the metamorphic a n ~ 
volcanic rocks beneath 
16 
the Semail ophiolite which they , 
I 
designated the Haybi Complex. The results of an extensive 
petrological; geochemical and structural account o f t he 
Semail ophiolite was presented by Coleman (1981) in a 
special issue ~f the Journal of · ~~ophysical Research. 
The only detailed atr~~tural investigation of the Hawasina 
nappes \ol88 carried out by' Graha;n (1980a,b) in the Hawasina 
4 
Window. The aim of this study was to determine · the 
stratigraphic and str'uctural evolution the Mesozoic 
Arab~an continental margin and the processes of emplace ment 
of the Semail ophiolite. 
~ 2.3 Stratigraphy of the Oman Mountains 
·The rock units in the Oma~ Mountains have been divided 
into seven distinct stratigraphic assemblages. based on 
their lithology, the ·i r age. and ~heir stratigraphic and 
tecto n 1 c r e 1 at ions hips . (Glennie ~ ~. • 1 9 7 3-;. 1 9 7 4 ; Searle • . 
1980; Searle and . MalpfS~ 19!2). Th.ese are: 
- . Th~ . b_ase.ment units· 
H a j a"l:' S u p e r g r o u p 
The Aruma Group 
·Th'e par-•utochthonous ·~umelni ' • Group 
-
The 
. . 
Hawasina Complex 
-
The Haybi Comple)( · 
( 
- , '!he Semail ophl.olite . ') 
- The neo4utochthonous c a r b o ·n a t e· uni.ts 
.· 
I_ 
~- ~ - - - -~--- --~-
·, . 
. I -
.-..-- · 
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Figure 2-3 presents a geolGgical map of the O~an Mountains 
showing the distribution o f these assemblages. The 
tectonostrattgraphi~ relationship of the a sg em blages is 
~hown in figure 2-4 . Note that these ass e mblages an d the 
internal 'tectonic slices of the Hawasina Co mplelt a r e 
•. 
generally not all present in any one area. 
' 2.3.1 The basement units 
These are ~xposed in the central part of the mou ntains i n 
the core of the J.Akhdar-J.Nakhl~Saih Hatat ~i n dows, an d .. 
along the .south-eastern coast (figure 2-3 and 2-6(d)) . The 
oldl!st! units consist of amphibolites, gneisses and schists, 
intruded by granitic rocks of Late Precambrian age. These 
underlie a deformed and partly metamorphosed sequence of 
si-liciclastic and ~arbonate 'units of Late Precambrian t o ' 1 
Early Paleozoic age (Morton, 1959; Glennie~~·· 1974; 
Gorin et !2:_·, 1982). they correlate ' with the -Ar a bian 
basement exposed in t~e western part of the peninsula (Gorin 
!:..!. !.!_, 1982). The deformatldn and metamorphism oJ t h ese 
units is thongh.t to be related to an Hercynian orogen y 
(Glennie et al. 1974; tHchard et; ~·· 1984). 
2.3.2 The au~ochthonous Hajar Supergroup 
The Hajar Sup e rgroup c onsists of up to· 3 kilometers o f 
mainly s' helf carbonat e sequ e nce s -of Middle Fermian to t-liddle 
Creta c eous age, rest·l n g unconform a-bly on the basement un i ts 
(Glennie · et !.!. .• 1973, 1974). They o c cur in the norther n 
_ .. __ 
.. 
. ., 
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Figure 2•4: Stratigraphy of the Oman Mountains 
(modified after Glennie et !!·• 19Z~. 
1974). 
and the central , part of the mountai'ns, as well as in the 
we~tern foothills. The base of the Hajar Super Group i s 
formed of open - ma~ine limestones, becoming progressi~ely of. 
' a more restricted marine character towa~ds the Middle to 
fl 
.\ 
Late~Jurassi'c intervaL These sequences are co n f o r ma b 1 y 
ov~rlain by .. pelagic porcellanites and cherts of Late 
- ~~~---
--- ..- - .... 
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Jurassic to Early Cretaceous age which in turn grade into 
• shallow-marine carbonates of Middle Cretaceous age. 
2.3.3 The Aruma Group 
The Aruma Group is of Late Cretaceous age and overlies 
u n.c: on forma b 1 y and disconformably the she 1 f succe s sio n 
(Glennie et ~·, 1974). It contrasts with t h e shelf 
c a rb on ate s , as 1 t is do m i nate d by s h a 1 e s , · t u r bid i t L c units 
and conglomerates. It marks a drastic change in the 
depositional regime in the Late Cretaceous, bein~ related to 
the formation of a foredeep along the eastern part of the 
Arabian peninsula. .The Arum.a · Group is locally 
· ~ar-autochthonous, and imbricated with the lower Hawasina 
nappes. 
2.3.4 The par-autochthonous Sumeinl Group_ 
· The Sumeini Group is only ~Kposed in the northern part of 
.. 
the Oman Mountains. It ranges ,in age from Permian(?) to 
Middle Cretaceous, aad comprises shallow-water dolomites, 
sandstones and marls,· g'rainstones and conglomerates 
interbedded with shal@s .and chert, and reef~id boundstones. 
Glennie ~ !.!.· (l974) interpreted these lithologies "to have 
been deposited in the environment of a submarine reefal 
scree slope close to a carbonate shelf edge, or that of an 
outer co n"t in en t a 1 . she 1 f and s 1 ope" • This slope was facin g 
to the east. These units are referred to as · 
• ·. par-autochthonous, because the distance over which they were 
·--
II 
-~- -· ---
. ~· . .. ' . 
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transported onto the shelf sequences is believe d to b e 
relatively small. 
2~3.5 The Hawasina Complex 
The Hawasina Complex . consists of an associati on of 
distinct lithorgtratigraphlc s.uc cessions that a re ln 
tectonic contact and, most significantly, whose ages overlap 
t:onsiderably, ranging from the Triassic to the Mid d le 
Cr e t a ceous (Lees, 1928; Allemannland Peters, 1972; Glennie 
e t a 1. '197 J, 1974). The number of these thrust-boun ded 
successions ' vaties in any one area. In the central c par t of 
the Oman 
The Hamrat 
A r idh and 
Hounta i /s, 
Duru Gr~up, 
the principal · ones are the folloiin g: 
~nd the Wahrah, Al Ayn, Half a, Al 
H·a.llw Forma tions (Glennie~~·· 1974). The s e 
seqdences are believed to have been. deposited in an oceanic 
basin, termed the Hawas~na basin, lying to the north-east of 
the Arabian contine~tal shelf (see also Searle and Graham, 
1982). Th& tectonic position of e ach of th~se sequenc~~ 
within the Hawasina assemblage Ls rernarkably' consistent 
throughout the Oman Mountains. It follows - the o rder given 
containe d in tbe above, with the ' Hamrat Duru Group being 
' 
the Haliw Formation in the hig h e st nappe lowest nappe and 
(see figure 2-4) . . 
The Ramr a t Duru Group comprises four form~ti ons . Th es e 
are, from bot tom to top: the Early to .Late · Triassi c Zulla 
F o rmat 1 on , the L'ate Tri.assic to Late Jura s sic Guway~a 
Format ion, the Low er · 
\ CretaceouS! Sid'r Formation, and th e 
• 
' \ 
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Middle Cretaceous Nayid Formation. The Wahrah Formation is 
of Early Jurassic to Middle-Cretaceous age, and the Al Ayn 
Form a t i o n i s La t e T r 1 a s S · 1 c .t o E .a r l y J u r a s s 1 c a g e . 
lithoclastl c lime ( ) formations mainly comprise These grainstones and quartz sandstones derived from the Arabian 
carbonate shelf edge to the west or southwest, and sequences 
of bedded radiolarian chert (Glennie~~·, 1973, 1974). 
On the basis of . lithology, faunal assemblage a nd 
paleocurrent datai Glennie~ !l_· (1973,1974) interprT'ee 
the Hamrat Duru Gr~up as the most proximal of the Hawasi a ~ 
sequences with respect to the Arabian continental marg s, 
and the Wahrah Formation as a distal equivalent of the 
Hamrat Duru _ Group. Furthermore, these authors suggested 
·that the Al Ayn Formation is a distal equivalent of the 
lower Guwayza Formation of the Hamrat Duru Gr oup . 
The H.allw a .nd _Halfa Form.ation's are chiefly represt;!nted b y 
thin-~edded radiolarite sequences an~ shales of Tri a ssic t o 
Mid-Cretaceous age (Glennie ~ al., 1973, 1974). They ar e 
considered by these workers as di~tal equivalents of the 
Ha~tat nuru and the i-lahrah sequences. The At Arid h 
F:ormation consists to a . large extent of turbi.dlt1 c 
grainstones, and reefal conglomerates with volcanic clasts, 
and· also includes · r~diolarian cherts. . ( This formation range~ 
.1 n age from Triassic to Middle Jurassic and is thought to 
have been deposited east ol th& Haliw and.· the Half a 
Pormat1ons 1 along the slopes of reef-capped guyots or 
seamounts ~ith a volcanic substrate (Searle and ,Graham. 
J. 
.. : · ·' 
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19 8~). The guyots were located adjacent to the site of 
initial rifting of the. Oman continental margin (Glennie et 
~·· 1973, 1974), or above the transitional zone within .the 
Hawasina basi n (Searle and Graham, 1982). In either· case, .. " 
the Al Aridh Formation is thought to have been derived from 
an easterly source. 
2.3.6 The Haybi Complex 
The_Haybi Complex is a sequence o f Upp e r Cretaceous 
sedimentary melange, Upper Permian to Mid-Cretaceous 
volcanic rocks, isolated Upper Permian and Upper Tri a s sic 
limestone exotics (Oman Exotics of Glennie et al. (19]4)) 
and metamorphic rocks and serpentinites (Searle, 198 0 ; 
Searle Jnd Malpas, 1980, 1982). It lies tectonically 
~etween the Hawa s ina complex and the Semail nappe. 
The Oman Exotics are interpreted as "reef-associated 
carbonate build-ups deposited in part on oceanic isla nds or 
seamounts, close t o the site of initial rifting of the Oman 
• 
continental margins" (Searle and Graham, 1982, p. 43). T he 
metamorphic rocks consist of amphibolites and greensc hlsts. 
They are interpreted to be a dynamothermal metamorphic 
aureole~produced during obduction of the Se ma 11 ophio l ite 
nappe, ma:inly by transfer; of residual he a t fro m t he 
overlying ultramafic rocks (Allemann and Peters, 1972; Ghe n t 
a nd Stout 1~81; Searle, 198Q). The ag e o f ~etamorphis m is 
Senonia n (Alleman~ and Peters, 1972) 
·--- - · 
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2 • 3 • 7 the · S e m.a il o ph 1 o 11 t e 
' The Sema11 ophiolite nappe occupies a surface area of 600_0 
' 
square kilometers as . a aeries of distinct ·<- plates and. 
dominates the geologi~al fra~ework of the Oman Mountains. 
It displays the classical · "ophiollte, stratigraphy" 
comp'rising from bottom to t _op: l) harzburgite tectonites, 
rep-resenting residual upper mantle, 2) a tr -ansition zone 
·' 
. 
between the harzhurgites and overlying layered ~ltramafic 
cumulate rocks, 3) cumulate gabbroic rocks, 4) )\ypabyssal 
gabbroic i:oc_k.s and plagiogra.nite_s, .5) . sub-volcanic feeder 
dykes and 6) mafic volcanic rock'S (Reinhardt, 1969; Glennie 
et· !...!.•, 1974; . Hopson et !..!. •• 1981). Petrological, 
g e o c h e m i c a 1. and s e 1 s m i c 1 n v e s t i g a t i o n s h a v e s u &-~ e s t e d t h a t 
these rocks are p·art of a coge_ne-.tic suite ~ormed at some 
ancient oceanic spreading-ridge in ~enomian to Turonian time 
(Reinhardt, 1969; Glennie et . !.!.·, 19 7 J. 1974; Coleman, 
1981). The S em a il n a p p e i s t he h i g he s t t e c t o ri i c u n i.t i n t h e 
Oman ~tratigraphy (figur.e 2-4). 
2.3.8 The ne()-autochthonous carbonate units 
·' . 
.. 
Maastrichtian and Tertiary shallow-marine ca r'bona t e 
sequences are/, exposed along the Batinah coast in the 
' south-eastern part of the Oman Mountains· and in the western 
. f 0 0 t.h ills • They overlie. unconformably all older units 
_(Morton 1959; Tschopp, 1967; Glennie et 1973, 1-974), 
and .. her.ald the transgression ot an early Terti a ry shelf sea 
over the late Cretaceous, allochthonous terrains and the 
' 
Arabi~n Mesozoic ~latform • 
. ---·-- --~· - ---- ·- ·· - -- ·- -- - ---
----- - -~ - - ~ - ---~-- - -~ - - ---~ - - -
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2.4 Structure 
The basic structural framework of the Oma n Mo u ntains i s 
characterised by nappe tecto·nics. The Hajar Supergrou p a n d 
\ 
the Aru111a Group, considered as autochthonous, are o ver l a.i n 
successively by the Suaaeini nappe, the Hawasina Comple K, t h e 
.HaybL Complex . and lastly, the Semail ophiolite. Th ese 
nappes are tn't~rnally deformed to various extent accordi ng 
to the type 1 of ' tit.hologies involved. Whi l e the Haw a s i na, 
the Sumeini and the Haybi units are general.ly strongly 
folded and inrbricated (Graham, 1980; Searle, 198 0 ; K. Watts, 
1984 , · p'ers. c o mm.), the structure of the Semail oph i olite 
napp e is more ~ohesive ; i mbri c ation • occurs, but is mu c h l ess 
import a nt. The Ha a stri c hti a n and Te rti a ry c a rb o n a te units 
are also deformed, but to a lesser exte'nt. This d e f o r mat i o n 
cons'I.sts of simple folding, and imbrication is n o t a ma j o r 
feat:tJ.re. 
The . internal structural g rain of the Mesozoic all o c htho ns 
parallels the.OIIIan , coastline, trend:l,ng in a NW-SE d i rectio n 
. 
in the ' north and the . central Oman Mountains, deflect i n g to a 
NE-SW orientation south . of Muscat (figure 2-5). Two major 
sets of fold axes are re c o g nized. Folds belong i ng t o t he 
p r e d ,:> mi nan t s e t p a r a· 11 e 1 t h e s t r u.c t u r a l _  _g r a 1 n· o f the Oma n 
Mou .ntains • and affect all p nits of the Oman strat i graphy ; 
The second set fs not as ~ide s pread a s the f o r me r, a nd 1 s 
· gene r ally perpendi ~ular to th e r eg iona l g r ai~,:t . It is no t 
record e d in the ~l eo-auto c htho nou s c a rbon a t e un it s. · 
Th e physiogra phical· ap e x of t h e Oma n Mo u n t a i n s (s -ee 
. . 
\ 
Semai 1 Ophiolite 
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\ 
Huqf a~is 
Major ~-ntiforma) ax~s (wi th plunge d1rect1on) 
Structural grain of 
imbricated 
a ili- Hatat 
anti formal 
li!:.llil 
Figure 2-5 : Gen erali z ed ~tructural ma p o f 
the Oman Mo~ntains. 
-------~- - -- - - - - --~- - - -- - ~- - - --- ~ 
-
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figures 1-2 and 2-S) i s ,· the e x p r e .s s i o n · o f a p r o m 1 n e n t 
antiforinal .axis, termed the J. Akhd~:-htctrl-Sda Hat:at 
anti formal culmination. The entire tectonostratigraphy of 
~ the Oman rnoun~alns is exposed in the core of this struct u re. 
The culmination is variably plunging and bears an overall 
NW-SE orientation and may thus be assigned t o the mai n set 
of f o 1 d axes • This culmination, however, also comp rises two -
NE-SW orient e d segments represented by J.Na k h l a ncl t h e 
0 
axis, which parallel the second set of fold axe s . 
' 
Hu q f 
Another belt of variably plunging antiforms of a s mall e r 
amplitude occurs in the western Eoothtlls. It is re co rd ed 
in the Mesozoic / shelf carbonate sequences a nd rou gh 1 y 
parallels the J.Akhdar - J.Nakhl-Saih Hatat structure. This 
structure is referred to as the J.S!ilakh-J.Madama r-J.Madar 
antif o rmal trend. 
2.S Tectoni c evolution of the Oman Mountains 
The pre-Permian 
During the late Precambrian and most of the Paleozoi c , 
when Arabia and Iran were in cratonic continui~ y , t h e 
deP-ositional' history of Oman was dominated by shal l ow- mari n e 
.. 
s e dime ntation in a wide epicontlnent a l sea (Glenn! ~ !...£_ !.!.·, 
1974; Go.r i n et al., 1982; Lovelock~ !.!_., · 1981). These 
. sequenc-es . ::1~ deformed ) nd me t a morpho s ed d u rin g t he 
Hercyni a n o r og e ny ( G l e nni e ~ !.!.•, 1974; Mich a r d e t a l., 
- \ 
1984). 
'~ 
- --- -- - - - - ---- - - - - -- ---~-~ - -
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Figure 2-6: Tectonic evolution of the Oman Mountains 
(see text for discussion). 
c. 
. / 
2 9· 
From the Permian to the Late Cretaceous: Rifting and 
development of a carbona~e margin 
The onset of continental fragmentation took place in thl! 
Permian (Glennie~ !!·• 1974; Graham, 19"80a; Searle and 
Graham, 1982) (figure 2-oa). In the Lace Triass i c, the 
H~wasina ocean ha~ already opened and b*sinal sedi mentat i o n. 
took place, which proceeded until the Middle- Cret a ceo us. 
The Hajar Supergroup, the Sumeinl Group and the Ha wa s i na 
s ·equences represent th~ shelf-slope-basin tran s i t ion, 
respectively, of the Oman continental mat-gin. The 
paleogeographic reconstruction of the Hawasina sequ ~ oces ) 
proposed by Glennie ~ !..!_· (1973, 1974) is shown in figure 
2-ob. They estimated the width of the Hawasina deposit i onal 
basin as ra'nging 'bE!tween 400 and 1200 kilometers. 
~k by G r aha m. (l9 8 0 a ) s up p o r t e d t he f o r me r f1 g u r e • 
~ 
Later 
The . Late Cretaceous: Obduction of the Semail ophiol~te an d 
emplacement . of the Haw as in a n a Pi> e s 
The obduct~on . oi the · Semail 
Cenomanian as indlcJted by the age 
deposits of the Aruma, foredeep. 
ophiolite began in t he 
of the oldest flys c h 
The emplacement of t he 
allochtho~s on the Arabiin contin e ntal margin procee d ed i n a 
sout~-westerly direction, and was complete d in Campan i a n , 
prior to the deposition of the youngest u~lts . o f the 
. neo~autochthonous carbon a t e s equences (Glenn i e~!..!:_., 1 973, 
1974). In the pro c ess of obduction, "the Mesozoic sed i me nt s 
were removed from their substrate in the Ha¥&Sina oce an " a rid 
were ~ranspo rt ed as a series of nappe s a <! ro s s the 
-- - - ------ -- ---- ... ~--,·- - ··· · · --
~ - - - - ~ ~ - - - - - ~ - - -
'• 
- ·- - .. . 
· . 
)0 
aouth-eastar·n margin of the Arabian continent for distances 
.t h a t co u 1 d ex c e e d 1 0 0 k 11om e t .e r s " ( G 1 en n i e ~ ~. , 1 9 7 4 , p • 
·\ 
/ 3 9 7). ' The hajar-Aruma depositional b~eak is a consequence 
of contine~tal uplift, followed by the formation of an 
ensialic foredeep basin (figure 2-6c). Figure 2·6d depicts 
the present tectonic setting of the Oman Mountains (modified 
after Glennie _!!..!.!_., 1973, 1974). 
Gl~nnie et al. (1973, 1974) have suggested that the 
e m p 1 a c e rn e n t o f t h e a 1 1 o c h t h o n s o p e r a t e d i n a v e r y s y s t e 111,a t i c 
fashion, such that the highest nappes in the Oman 
tectonostr~tigraphy are the furthest fravelled with respect 
to the AraQian continental margin. This is a simple 
kinema.q.c model for stacking of the . nap pes, and is in 
agreement wl'th the model! of footwall accretion outlined by 
previous workers for other fold and thrust belts (Williams, 
1975,; Gee, 1978; Boyer ·and Elliott, 1982). Glenni·e et al. 
(1974) presented an alternative to the reco nstruction of the 
Hawasina basin shown in figure 2-6(b), but this al t ernativ_fl 
was rejected by" them_ because it would have required a more 
complex kinemati-c mddel for the emplacement of the '·nappes. 
It La ~ow ~enera1ly accept~d · that the emplaeement of these 
nappes is related to the closure of the Tethys ocea n and ls 
correlatabl e with similar · events that occurred in other 
areas along the A.lp.tne .. Himalayan <Orogenic belt (Ric o u, ~71; 
S tockll n, 1974). In Oman, howeve~. continental colli~i o n 
was not a chi e v e d. 
I . 
··--r--.- ----- - - - - ------ --'·~ - ~·-- ·- - } - ·- ~--~----
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T6e Maastrichtian and the TertLary 
-The emplacement of the - Late Cretaceous · allochthons was 
followed by marine transgression~ ln the Maastrichtian and 
the· Paleogene. which led t ,o the widespread deposition of 
shallow-marine carbonate sequences (Lees, 1928; Morton, 
1 9 5 9 ; T s c h o p p • .l 9 6 7 ) • 
Regional horizontal comF~esslve mov~ments in the . Pa1eo g ene 
sequences and resulted · in additional 
, - structural complications of the geology of the Oman 
Mountains -(Morton, 1959). The origin of the J.Akhdar-
J. Nakhl-Saih Hat'~t culmination trend has repeatedly been 
attributed to these movements (Lees, 1928; Morton, 1959; 
Wilson, 1969; Giennie ~ ~·· 1974). This, however, i s 
c u r rent l y be 1 n g c h a 1~ n g e d ~-y; Bern o u L 1 i ( 1 9 8 2 , u n pub 1 • _ E SRI 
rep_.) and Hanna (1983', unpubl. ESRI rep.), who propose that 
these structures were forme~ during th~ emplacement of tb e 
nappes ~a result of structural ramping at depth within t he 
7 -
pre--Perlll.iar. basement. This is uf considerable s1gnlficance, 
as· it implles that the basement and . the overlyins Me~ o zoic 
' . 
~helf suc~essions are not autochthonous. 
. I 
.) 
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Chapter 3 
LITHOSTRATIGRAPHY 
OF THE ' SUFRAT AD OAWH RANCE 
3.1 Introduction 
The ~urpose of this chapter is to pro~ide a description of 
,., . 
the lithological unit~ of the liawasina Complex that occur in 
the Sufrat ad Oawh Range. This c area expose's mai n ly u n its 
belonging to the Hamrat. Duru Group and the Wahrah Formation. 
' 
Rocks of the Al Ayn and the Haliw Formatioris o ccur t o a 
· lesser extent in the northern part of the study area. The 
distribution of these units is shown in the geological map 
marked as iniet C, included with this thesis. The general 
appearance in outcrop, and the stratigraphic and 
aedimerttologica.l char~cterlstics of these units wi 11 be 
'described in the following sections. 
outcrops of '\metamorphi c 
of the study arla. These 
IrregulaYly distributed r oc ks 
occur in the norther~part rocks 
and the lithologies of Fh~ Semail. ophiolite, which dominate ' 
the northern margin.of the study area, were not studied ih 
detail, and . will only be brie£ly described. 
· - - -J/1# 
I . 
- ---~~ - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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3!2 The Hawasina Complex 
3.2.1 The Hamrat Duru Group 
Uni_ts of the Hamrat l>ut'u 
ll 
Group occur in t~o east-west 
trending b~lts, 4 to 5 kilometers 11lde and up to 16 
kilometers 
, t .. ' 
in length, in the northern and ~outhern parts of 
th~ Sufrat ad Dawh Range. The reli-e -f in the S'e belts · 
generally exceeds lOQ meters, an~ occa~lonally reach~s 450 
meters i~ the southern belt. The 
\ 
represented by the Guwayza, the 
~· 
Hamrat Duru Group is 
Sid'r and the Nay i d 
Form.ations. The Zulla Formation is not exposed. 
Two representat(ve stratigraphic section& were rneasur~d i n 
the northern and the southern belts, respectively. These 
\ 
sections are shown in figure 3-1 . - Figur~ 3-2 is a 
photograph of the Hamrat Duru Group in the northern Hamrat 
.Du tu be 1 t • 
T.he Guwayza Formation ranges in thickness from 130 to 3.-30 
\ 
meters. The lower contact of this formation is always 
tectonic. The formation is sub-divided i~ two conformable 
members (Glennie et ~· '· 197 4): a l~wer Sandstone ~ember 
an upper Limestone Member. The Sandstone ~ . Member 
consists of centimeter- to- meter-bedded calciturbiditic, 
, \ ~ 
oolitic grainstones (figur~ 3-3) with variable amounts ot. 
detrital quart~ grains, minor lime mudstortes, conglomerates 
and r~d shales. 
l 
distinctly dark 
3-2). 
This- member is ch a r a cterised by a 
grey to . brown weathering c~lour . (flgure 
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Figure 3•1: - Measured strati g raph _ic se·ctlons of t h e · 
Hamr a t Du ru Group. A: -Northern Hamrat Ouru 
belt, B: Southern Hamrat - Duru belt . 
(modlfled , a fter D. Coop~r. ~ritten c o mm.). 
\ 
\ 
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Figure 3-2: 
s 
_.,_ 3 5 
The Hamrat Duru Group in the northern 
Hamrat Duru belt (see list of 
abbreviations). 
N 
Figure 3-3: 
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Turbiditic bed in the Sandstone Member 
of the Guwayza Formation showing a 
well-developed Bouma Ta-d transition. 
The Limestone Member contrasts with the Sandstone Hember 
by its light grey colour (figure 3-2). The beds, often 
reaching several meters in thickness, are composed of 
well-sorted, oolitic grains tones that do not contain any 
detrit,al quartz. Sole structures are well developed (figure 
3-4). These units commonly display a conspicuous stylolitic 
cleavage (figure 3-5). Minor intervals of light-yellow 
marls tones are irregularly distributed throughout the 
section. 
37 
Figure 3-4: Flute casts at the base of a steeply 
overturned bed in the Limestone Member 
of the Guwayza Formation. 
Figure 3-5: Stylolitic cleavage in the oolitic 
grainstones of the Guwayza Formation. 
The rock surface represents the 
plane of bedding. 
.-'-
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' 
The Sid'r Formation abruptly, but conform<1bly, overlies 
-...-......... 
the Guwayza Formation. It is ' 50 meters thick, and co nsists 
of a s-:quence of ·. Ufrge ly silicified • centimeter- to 
decimeter-:bedded calci-turbiditic grainstones and calcareous 
mudstones (figure 3-6). Its typical rusty· brown colour and 
relative resistance to erosiOn mak~s this formation a useful 
· .marker . hori2:on in complexely deformed areas. 
The Sid'r Formation is conformably overla_in by the Na yid 
Format:ion which consists ol more than 100 meters '.qf partly 
silicified, centimeter- to decimeter-bedded lithoc last i c 
grainstones and muds tones a 1 so of t . u r bid 1 t 1 c a f f l n 1 t 1 e s • 
These · lithologies "are generally llght•coloured an d t h e 
silic~fication, which takes place p~eferentially alo n g the 
• 
finer-graine~ ;·horizo~s, causes these units to bear a platy 
a ·ppeara.nce (figure 3-7). The Nay i d Form at ion is us u a 1 1 y 
1 n t e n lif 1 y . f o 1 d e d a n d i m b r i c & i: e a , d u e t o 1 t s relativel y low 
com pet e:n c y and to the fact that it lies o f te-n d 1 r e c t l y be 1 ow 
a major thrust surface. 
The lithost'ratigraphy of the Hamrat Duru Group i n the 
Sufrat ad _ Da111h Range is . largely consistent wi th the 
type-section of this group presented by Glennie et' al. 
(1974). Howe-ver, an important facies variation is found in 
the nortfil_;/Hamrat Duru belt. On the southerll side of this. 
belt, the Limestone Me·mber of the Guwayza Formation consists 
. ~ ' . 
predominantly of silicified, laminated radiolarian mudstones 
intercalated with oolitic grainstones. A thick olis t otr o mal 
horizon occurs tow-ards the 1 top of the sequence • The 
. -·--- --- ·-----· -----· ·• 
Figure 3-6: 
Figure 3-7: 
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Silicified distal calci-turbiditic beds 
of the Sid'r Formation. 
Partly silicified distal calci-turbiditic 
beds of the Nayid Formation. 
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olistostr'·ome has a matrix of yellow mar1stones and contains 
., 
large blocks of mafic volcanic rocks, Permian and Tr·iassic 
reefoid shallow-vater limestones and Lower Triassic red 
cephalopod-bearing pelagic limestones. 
-\ 
have 
not been documented from the ,., Hamrat Duru Group in other 
parts of the Oman Mountains. They have important 
implications fur the paleogeographic reconstruction of the 
Hawasina basin, and their analysis will be the subject of a 
separate publication (Cal'on and Barrette, in prep.); 
The stratigrapl:lical thickness .of the Guwayza Formation is 
' c o. n s i d e r a b 1 y g r e a t e r i n t h e n o r t h e r n . t h a n 1 n the southern 
Hamrat Duru belt (see figure 3-1) • . Thinning of the Guwayza, . 
,. 
Formation was also locally reported by Glennie et a 1. 
(1974),· elsewhere in the mountain be 1 t • These workers 
interpreted this trend "as ,representing deposition in 
1 nc reasi ngly distal areas from the shelf source of the 
carbonate sediments" (Ibid, p. 111 ) • • Hence, • the trend 
observed. 10: the Sufrat ad Dawh Range wo..uld indicate that the 
Guwayza Formation is of a more .proximal c ha rac.te r in the 
north than in . the south of this .range. 
\.2.2 The Wahrah Formation 
,-
The northern a'nd the southern H<!-mrat Du.ru belts are 
' 
separated by a large .area entirely occu'!ied by uni,ts .. of th~ 
Wahrah Forma·tion. Units of .the Wahrah ·Formation als o fring e 
the northernmost and the southernmost: outcrop . areas· o f th e 
S u ·f rat ad Dawh Ra pge. These ar'eas are characte'ri~ed . by low 
----· --- _ _ _____ .. - ~ - · - ----- -~ :.  
-- ~~- --- ---- - -- - - -- --- -
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topographic . relief compared with areas underlain by the 
Hamrat Duru Group. They consist of a ·succession of 
east-west oriented elongated hills with a maximum relief of 
100 meters. 
Four distinct lithological sequences are recognized in the 
Wah.rah Formation of the Sufrat ad Dawh Range. These are; 
( 
1. C~ntimeter- to decimeter-bedded, re~ 
cherts (figure 3-8). 
r ad 1 o 1 a r . i a n 
2. Centimeter-bedded, light - yellow - coloured 
- 3. 
4 • 
mud s t o n e 8 a n d ,s h a 1 e s ( f i g u r ~ 3 - 9 ) • 
Light br.own. decinfeter- to meter-bedded, 
lithoclastic, turbiditic grains tones with well- · 
developed· s~ol~ structures and cross-
stratification, interbedded with calcareous 
sh~le~and marls (figure 3-1'0) _. _ ~ 
Centimeter-· to detil!eter-bedded, lithoclastic 
grainstones and. packstones interbedded with 
c h a 1 k y w h i t e , s h a 1 y m u d s t o n e u n i t 's ( f i g u r e 3 - 1 1 ) • 
They are poorly graded and display ill-developed 
.cross-statification, and thus rarely yield 
in d.i c a vt ion 8 on t h e strati graphic a 1 tops of 1: he 
lithologies. These units are usually poorly 
exposed and are distingul!8.hed from the grainstone 
9 c que n c e s . men t ion e a above by a dark brown colour • 
The mudstones· of sequence 2 and the chert J,.i tho 1 o g i e 8 of 
sequence 1 are in general- '!er:y - sfmilar in outcrop 
a ppea ranee. The mudstones oft.en alter to a darker c olour, 
while the chert lithologies ·tend to leach to a yellowish 
co 1 o u r . Moreover • these two sequences are intensely 
imbricated and their stratigraphic thicknesses are dif~ 
to estimate. <J because stratigraphic and tectonic c o ntacts 
.cannot be distingu~shed easily. For this reason, they hav e 
not been 111apped separately. 
• 
- - ---- ~- - - --- - -- - -
' 
/ 
. ~- -. .. ' 
Figure 3-8: 
Figure 3-9: 
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Chert lithologies of the Wahrah Formation. 
Light-coloured mudstones of the Wahrah 
Formation. 
-·- 43 
Figure 3-10: Light-brown grainstones of the Wahrah 
Formation, bearing well-developped cross-
stratification. 
Figure 3-11: Dark-coloured grainstones of the 
Wahrah Formation with poorly developped 
cross-stratification, and intervals of 
chalky-white mudstones. 
( 
~---·· · · -· · -·· 
\ 
These four units are 
Sufrat ·ad . Oawh Range. 
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not utform.ly 
Instead_, they 
distributed in t h e 
de~ine three distinct 
assemblages. Each of these assemblages forms an east-west 
tre~ding belt ranging from 2 to 10 kilometers in width 
(figure 3-12). The northernmost as~emblage (ass~mblage A ) 
only comprises the light~coloured grainatones (sequence 3) 
(figut~ 3-13), and rims the northern and south ern margins o f 
r 
the nort~ern· Hamrat Duru belt. The cen~~a~ assemblage (B) 
mainly comprises tft ~hert~nd the mudstone units (seq u e n ces 
1 and 2. ectilfely) . and min.or amounts of t h e 
light-coloured nstones (sequence 3) (figure 3-14). The 
" southernmost assemblage (C) occurs to che north and t h e 
south of the southern ' Hantrat ' Duru · belt and com p r i s e s · t h'e 
ct rt and · th e 
' . 
respective 1 y·) , h s 
muJstone sequences (sequences 1 a n d 2 . 
well ~s t he dark grainstone& ~sequence 4 ) 
(figure 3-15). 
A reconnai~sance survey of the Wahrah nappes in t h e 
western foothills showed that the same lit hostrat i gra ph i c 
distribution exists in Al . Hammah, situated east of t h e 
Suftat ad Dawh RaHge (s~e figure 3-12). West of the Sufr a t 
ad ·Dawh Range, in .Jebel Hammah, assemblage C doe s n o t · o c cu r 
and ass~mbla g e B is present to the north and to t h e ~out h ~ f 
asse11bla g e A. 
Glenn t 'e e t a 1. (1,973, 1974) have d 1 vlded the Wa h r a h 
Forma tion into four conformable members. T h e s e are, f r om . 
~otto 11 t o top, ~ Love r Limestone Member, a Muds to n e Me mb e r, 
a Che rt H e mb~r and an Upper Limestone ~ember. · F 1 gu r··e 3 - 1 6 
I ,. 
Sole thrust of the 
Hamrat Duru Gp 
~ Wahrah Formation 
A B C Lithological assemblages 
0 25km 
AL 
Figure 3-12: Generalized geological map displaying the 
distribution of the lithological assemblages 
of the Wahrah Formation in Jebel Hammah, 
the Sufrat ad Dawh Range and Al Hammah. 
I ,.. 
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Figure 3-13: Assemblage A of the Wahrah Formation, 
consisting of the structural repetition 
of the light-coloured grainstone 
lithologies (~equence 3 in text). 
Figure 3-14: Assemblage B of the Wahra? Formation, 
consisting of the structural repetition 
of the chert (sequence 1, in red), the 
mudstones (sequence 2, in yellow) and 
the light grainstone lithologies 
(sequence 3, light-brown). 
---
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Figure 3-15: Assemblage C of the Wahrah Formation, 
consisting of the structural repetition of 
the chert (sequence 1, in red), the 
mudstones (sequences 2, in yellow) and the 
dark, poorly exposed grainstone lithologies 
(sequence 4, in dark). 
is a stratigraphic section of the Wahrah Formation. In Jebel 
Hammah and in the Sufrat ad Dawh Range, Glennie et al. 
(1974, p.216) have assigned the light coloured grainstones 
(sequence 3) to the Lower Limestone Member. Thus, sequences 
1, 2 and 4 are thought to represent the Chert, the Mudstone 
and the Upper Limestone Member of the Wahrah Formation, 
respectively. No paleontological age dating is available. 
- -- · · · · ·- --· ~ -·- --... . 
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6 
.. 
,, 
·.~ Grainstone 
5m Packstone 
~ Wackestone 
~ Mudstone 
lvvl Chert 
c:J . Sandstone 
~ Shale 
~ Silicification 
X)t~! Mafic: igneous rocks 
[g) Gap in exposure 
I\ ~ Tectonic contact 
(_ 
0. 
Strattgri'p.hic section of the Wahrah Formation 
(modified after Glennie et al., 1974) . The 
symbols also a'P'Plyto 
figures 3-17 and 3-19 
Ihe difficulty in distinguishing the Mudstone from the Chert 
Member and the d~gree _ of imbrication of thes~ units, did not. 
·> • . 
allow the writer to confirm the assignment of t he dark 
gr ainstone \ unit (s e quence 4)' to the upper Wa hrah Formation 
on a stratigraphical basts. 
\ 
I 
I 
... 
' \ 
\' 
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3.2.3 The Al Ayn Formation 
Th~ Al Ayn Formation only occurs Ln an isolated o u tcrop 
than one kilometer east of .the . nor_t _he.rn . Ha mr .a t area :J_ess 
r I. 
· nur\1 belt. The lithologies a~e mostly centimeter- to · 
decimeter-bedded, calc-arenites ana cal.c-siltites 
interbedded with minor calcareous shales and na r 1 s. 
Locally, these rocks are intruded by mafic igneous sills. 
These lithologies ar-e believed to' corr·elate w-ith the upper 
part of the type-s e ction of the Al Ayn formation (figure 
3-17).· 
~.4 The Haliw Formation 
\ 
The Haliw Formation is ex~osed north of the Stlfrat ad Dawh 
Range, in an area lying between the erosional front of the 
Semail ~phiolite nappe and the northern llamrat n ,uru belt. 
This formation is mainly represented by centimeter-be dded 
sequences Cl f red radio 1 aria n chert ·s ( f 1 g u r e 3- 1 8 ) ;. but a 1 s o 
compris-es 
grainstones, 
lithoclasts 
centimet-er· to 
light-eoloured 
decimeter-bedded, 
marls tones, whi t .e 
r 
oolitic 
reefal 
attaining several metets in siz' arid fine- to 
medium-graine d. altered ma f.ic i'gneous fragments. F·igure 3-19 
i .s a str a tigraphical section of this formation me a sure d in 
the study area .by Glennie et al. (1974). 
. ~ 
--- --~ 
-~ . 
' 
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Figure 3•17: 
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Stratigraphic section of the Al Ayn Fo(matio n 
i (modified after Glennie~~·· 1974). 
I See figure · 3-16 for lege n d. 
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'· 
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( 
Figure 3-18: 
Figure 3-19: 
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Contorted red radiolarian cherts of the 
Haliw Formation. 
E 
Lt') 
Lt') 
Stratigraphic section of the Haliw Formation 
(modified after Glennie et al., 1974). 
See figure 3-16 for legend. 
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3.3 The Semail ophiolite and the underlying metamorphic 
rocks 
3.3.1 The Semail ophiolite 
The Semail ophiolite is continuously exposed along the 
northern margin of the study area where it forms a series of 
rugged ridges averaging so meters in height, and of a 
distinct dark brown colour (figure 3-2~. The lithologies 
consist predominantly of medium- to coarse-grained, highly 
serpentinized peridotites and dunites, and fine- to 
coarse-grained gabbroic rocks. 
Figure 3-20: Rocks of the Semail Ophiolite 
in the background, and the Hawasina 
Complex in the foreground. 
, 
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3.3.2 The 111etamorphic rocks 
Metamorphic rocks outcrup .i;n the area lying between the 
erosional front of the Sema11 nappe and the northern lla111Cat 
Duru belt. They are poorly exposed • and are charact;~riz~d. 
by a light blueish colour, altering to white. They consist 
\ 
mainly of quartz-rich mica ,schists and metaconglomerates, 
and display a well-developed schistosity. They are assu med 
.;:..::-:-..._ 
to belong to the Raybi Complex (Searle, 1980) • 
.. ' 
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~ Chapter 4 
STRUCTURE OF THE HAWASINA COMPLEX 
IN THE SUFRAT 
.! 
AD DAWH RANGE 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, a detailed analysis of the macroscopic J 
\ . 
struc~ure of the Sufrat ad'Dawh Range LJI presented. For the 
purpose of this analysis, the Sufrat ad Dawh Range is 
divided into four structural domains: the northern area, the 
northern Hamrat Duru belt, the Central Sufrat ad Dawh area 
a n d t h e s o u t h e r ri Ham r a t Du r u b e l t • 
domaix:: · ~s indicated in figure .. 4-1. 
The location of the'se 
. ( . 
The northern area is underlain by units of the Haliw and 
t. he Al Ayn Format ions, me tamo'rph ic rocks of the · Rayb:i, 
Compl_ex, and ultramafic and mafic plu t. onic rocks of tl1e 
Semail ophioli.te • . The area is po.orly exposed and was mapped 
at· a sea~~ of 1:50 000 • . 
The northern Hamra·t Duru bel,t _w_as mapped i_n · eonsiderably 
more detail, at a s t:ale of . · 1:20 000. This \<ISS done to 
opti~miz~ the . underst .and~ng of th·e internal g_eometry of the 
b e 1 t a n d i..t s no r t h e r n and s o u t h e r n c o n t a c t r e 1 a t i o n s h 1 p · w i t h 
the Wahrah Formati·on. Thl! Hamrat Duru lithologies- in this 
area, dl.o&'ve r. 
units a nd are mole 
·, 
a ·re bet·ter exposed than ' the other Hawasioa 
1 ntrica te ly de f <>rmed • 
.. · 
' - -·- ·-- · ·--;-.:_ __ _ 
( 
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J. The central Sufrat ad Dawh Range extends ft'om the northern 
to the southern Ramrat . Duru belt. 
a~ea was found to be-relatively simple and; consequently, it 
was mapped at a scale of 1:50 000. 
Finally, for the same reasons mentioned for the nort.hern 
'Hamrat Duru belt, the central part of the southern H.arnra.t 
.. 
Duru belt was mapped at a scale of 1:20.000, thus completing 
a structural transect of the Sufrat ad Dawh Range. 
The geological maps of the northern Hamrat Duru belt 
Q 
\ 
010d 
the central part of the southern Ham rat Duru belt, 
correspond to inset A and B • 1 nc luded with respectively, 
J 
a compilation of the this structure of/ 
the entire study area ~t the scale of ,1:50 000 (figure 4 -1). 
r. 
thesis. Inset C is 
ln insets A, Band C, the...,.·a:~e~ying witpin the limits of 
outcrop (represented by a do~ line) are exposed at 90% ' 
., 
an.d more, depending on the amount of talu~ slope and small 
o verlain by ~is. The areas / lying outside these limi\s are 
( 
underl'J'in wadi ·gravel and sands. In the areas by 
lithologies of the Hamrat Duru G~oup, a "defined" symbol 
(solid line) indicates that 
represented by this symbol 
outcrop limits along most . of 
the structural element 
can ' 
i.ts 
be traced~ut within the 
length. } .A.n "assutt:~d" 
symbol (dashed line) is used when this element is 
interpret out.side the outcrop limits, or to I .. , 
1 n d 1 c a t e · ;' that e vi den c e . f o ~ the . existence o f thi s e l e m e n t 
ends wfth~limits. As . explained later in the text, 
··assumed-" and "approximate'" thrust symbols wer e als o used . in 
Figure 4-1: 
INSET 
D 
Location and extent of the four structural 
domains and insets A, B and C, in the 
Sufrat ad Dawh Range; 1: Northern 
area, 2: Northern Hamrat Duru belt, 
3: Central Sufrat ad Dawh Range, 
4: Central part of the southern 
Hamrat Duru belt. 
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the central Sufrat ad Dawh Range where ihe nature of:many of 
the 1 i t h 0 lo g 1 c a l b 0 u n d a ( 1 e 9 • 1 s u n c e r t a i n • In this chapter, 
a description of the _macroscop{c structure will be provided, 
first. for each of th~ four structural domains, and will be 
followed by a discussion on the significance and spatial 
'relationships of these structures. This appro~ch Ls used 
with the aim of emphasizing the difference in what is 
considered as factual data, ~nd the interpretation of the 
structure in poorly exposed areas, at depth and above the 
erosional surface. 
The stereoplots presented in this chapter· to supplement 
the description of ~he structures, are equal area, 
hemisphere projections. The • terminology used is from 
Dahlstrom (1970), Boyer and Elliott .. (1982) and Butler 
(1982). 
4.2 The northern area (inset C) 
4.2.1 Descripti~n of the structure 
In tJle northern ar~a, outcrops of the Haliw and the A.l Ayn 
Form~tl~ns, the Haybl Complex, and the Semail ophiolite 
stand up as of hills above the gravel 
plain. 
Measurements of the orient~tion of bedding planes 
~ 
in the 
Hall~ Format16n are r~pres~nted in figure 4-2. The pattern 
obtained indicate~ that these lithologies are generally 
slightly to moderately inclined, with a higher c onc e n t ration 
o f \ t: h e d. i p s t ow a r d s t h e ~ o r t h - e a s t • T h e o r i e n t a t 1 o n o f "' t h e 
-..-- - ·--·~· ; ···-·· . - -· --- - -- -~-· ---------. . . ----- -- ---·--- --- -----.. -... -----

Figure 4-2: 
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N 
Poles to bedding of the Haliw lithologies 
exposed in the northern area 
(n=46, contours: 8,6,4% per 1% area). 
N 
+ 
+ 
+- + 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
.. 
.. 
+ 
Figure 4-3: Poles to the schistosity in the 
metamorphic rocks of the 
Haybi Complex 
Figure 4-4: 
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Tectonic superposition of the 
metamorphic rocks of the Haybi 
Complex (Mt) over the cherts of 
the Haliw lithologies (Ha). 
10m 
Ha 
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Figure 4-5: Semi-circular outcrop pattern of the 
lithologies belonging to the Al Ayn 
Formation, east of the northern Hamrat 
Duru belt, defining the form surface 
trace of an easterly plunging anticline. 
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Flguie 4-6: Poles to b~dding of the Al Ayn lithologies, 
defining an easterly plunging cylindrica\ fold • 
.f.ndicating that the Semall nappe is also f~"i'aed a~ong 
. "-__y ·-
this 
struct:ure. 
A major NE-SW trending, hlg~-angle fault accounts for a 10 
kilometers apparent right-lateral ,offset of the surface 
trace of the Semail sole thrust. The dip attitude of the • 
fault and its displacement vector could not be determined. 
4.2.2 Discussion 
The interpre_tation of the tectonostratigraphic 
r e lationships of the Hallw and the Al Ayn F_ormatlon_s, tke 
metamo!phic ro~ks of ~he Raybi Complex, and the Semail 
ophiolite i~ illustrate~ .in figure 4-7. The Semail 
ophiolite is thought to overlie the Haybi Complex, the Ha liw 
!'"and the Al Ayn Formations. The Haybi Complex over lies · the · 
·-·--· --·------··--·"T"-~~~--
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Haliw Formatio~, but its tectonic position with respe c; t to 
I 
the Al Ayn formation cannot be determined in the study area. 
Similarly, ~he relationship of the Haliw Format~on and the 
Al Ayn Formation is not exposed. 
·Figure 4•7:· Tectonostratigraphical r.elation.ships of the 
Semail ophiolite, the Haybi metamorphic rocks 
and the Haliw and Al Ayn Formations. 
,. 
With the exception &?'\ th_e Al Ayn Formation, all other 
units in this area appear to have consistent north-westerly 
to north-easterlt dips of planar fabric. elements. Local 
I 
warping accounts for the occ~rr~nce of a tect6nic·klippe ~f 
the metamorphic rocks in the west, and of a window of the 
.l. 
Haliw unit in the east of the northern area. 
The stru'cture in the northe·r.n area thus consists of a 
regular, north-dipping stack of Haliw sedimentary and Kayb~ 
metamorphic rock~ overlain_by the Semall ophlolit~ Poor 
outcrop does not allow a more detailed appraisal of the 
internal geometr-y of these units. 
l ' 
....... ,. .. ....... . _ 
• 
.. 
.) 
'\ ' • 
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4.3 The northern Ha mrat Duru belt (inset A) 
4.3.1 Description of the structure 
11-. 
The structure displayed ln the northern Hamrat 
I 
Ou ru be l t 
defines two en-echelon an~icllnes trending in an east-west 
direction. 
The western hinge of the anticline ln ~he eastern part of 
the belt is plunging towards the west. The eastern hinge of 
.. --..... 
t .he western antic,line' -i-G_. . .p.lunging towards the east. This 
' --. 
geometry defl~es a zig-zag pattern of left-hand, en-echelon 
( 
folding (Campbell, 19~8). The an·t u~n-;; s fold imbricate 
fault plane~#' th.ai - o-ccur within the Sandstone Member of the 
Guwa yza Formation. This accounts for the predominance of 
this member ln the study area (figu~es 4-8 and 4-9). 
Along the northern 
. ' 
limb of the eastern and the western 
anticlines, the Limestone Member of the Guwayza Formation, 
and 'the S,id • r and Nayid· Format<!ons occur in a conformable 
succession above· the Sand~tone Member. These units 
jlcross most of the northern part of the Ramrat Duru belt 
(figi~e 3-2; see also section BB', inset A). In the west, 
ttfes e unit;s' are folded in the form of a boxfold-s~yle 
_syncline that plunges shallowly _ towards the east (figure 
4-10) '. Further to the east, these units are dipping a n d 
younging consistently towa~ds she north (section BB', CCI 
and DO'). The box-fold style syncline abuts at i ts ~estern 
and eastern end against unfts of the Guwayza Sandstone 
l'!emb er . ... These extend easterly to the other 
'\ 
\ 
' 
Figure 4-8: 
s 
Gist 
-·~ 65 
Oblique aerial view of the western anticline 
in the northern Hamrat Duru belt (see 
inset A). The Sandstone Member of the Guwayza 
Formation (Gsst) is imbricated in the core of 
the anticline, and is overlain by the 
Limestone Member (Glst) along the northern 
and the southern limb of this structure. 
N 
Gsst 
Gsst 
Gsst 
Figure 4-9: Oblique aerial view towards the south-west, 
of the eastern antiform in the northern 
.namrat Duru belt. In the background lies the 
central Sufrat ad Dawh Range and the 
southern Hamrat Duru belt. 
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Box-fold style syncline in the north-western 
part of northern Hamrat Duru belt. 
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. extremity of the s t u d y· a r e a , t e c t o n 1 c a 11 y o v e r 1 y 1 n g the 
Nayid Formation, and dipping and younging towards_ the north • 
.I .. . ~ .· . 
The Sid'r and the Nayid Formations occur also conformably 
" 
·o n to p o f the G u w a y :1; a F o r mat 1 on a 1 o n g t he sou the r n li m b o f 
the 'two anticlines and are dipping and younging' towards the 
south. In the -east, they lefine a shailow, easterly 
"t. · 
plungitl.&, syncline · yjacent. to a .~w easterly plunging 
syn~un'e ~ in . the Wahrah t'mbricates further to the south 
( sectio~, ~~; oo'). Units. of ~ the Guwayza Formation are scarcely 
' 
exposed to the south of these sequences. · They are steeply 
dipping to overturned and ?"oung . southwards. 
The e as tern antic i in e ls do u b 1 y p 1 u n g 1 n g • In the east. , a 
north-south tr.ending dip-slip fault with a minoc- strike-slip 
I 
component, · cccurs. 
The western anticline is transected · by a NW-SE striking 
fault,.(section BB' and CC') 
• 
that runs to t.he east Ln an area 
'· 
of no · .exposure. To the north-west; this fault merges with 
the {1\"rust fa.uJ,t · superposing the Sandstone Member of the 
Guwayza Formation ove~ the Nayid Formation. The fault has ·" 
large, apparent strike-slip offset. 
A number of high-a.ngle, NW-;.Sl: to NE-SW trendfng faults 
~ offset laterally · the upper Ramrat Duru lit.hos.tratigraphy 
along the" northern and the southern limbs of the anticlines. 
-.~ ......... _ 
The Wahrah lithologies occurring to t _he north of the 
!famrat -Duru belt are steeply nor~~-dipping to overturned, 
and are younging northwards. They are structurally repeated 
by e,ast-west , trending imbricate faults and NE - SW trending 
' 
' 
:: 
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splay faults. To the north, the Wahrah imbricates are 
overlain by the footwall of the Haliw and Semail nappes. 
The floor thrust of the Wahrah imbricates, in turn, defines 
the northern boundary of the Hamrat Duru belt. Part of its 
surface trace coincides with a zone, more than a hundred 
meters wide, of strongly sheared light-coloured mudstones 
and cherts with steeply northward-dipping foliation and 
southward-verging, asymmetrical folds (figure 4-11). 
Figure 4-11: 
The Wahrah 
Sheared mudstone and chert lithologies along 
the southern margin of the northern Wahrah 
imbricates, displaying southward-verging, 
asymmetrical folds (beneath the hammer). 
Formation to the south of the study area is 
represented by a regular, E-W oriented imbricate stack that 
is dipping and facing towards the north. 
The contact between the Hamrat Duru belt and the southern 
Wahrah imbricates lies in an east-west trending belt of very 
71 
poor exposure. Wide zones of intensely sheared cherts ·and 
marlstones similat to the rocks observed along the northern 
marg~n of the Hamrat Duru belt occur in the e~stern part of 
this poorly exposed area. 
4.3~2 Discussion 
0 
Figure 4-12 shows the projection of the map structures and 
the geometrical con.figuration of the Hamrai Duru belt at 
depth and above the erosional surface on the four struct u ral 
/ 
cro!Js-sections drawri through the study area. The reader is 
referred to the cross-sections of the surface data presented 
on inset A . .. . for comparaison. The macrosiopic structure 
displayed in this , domain represents an E-W trending 
culmination, that consists of two en-echelon arranged 
anticlines folding a pre-existing Hamrat Duru imbricate 
stack. This structure ls ~ransected by three steeply 
dipping reverse faults (faults 1,2 and 3). While faults 1 
and 2 are exposed, the eKistence of f•ult 3, as discussed 
lat.er, is inferred. The geometrical relationships between 
folds and faults indicate that fault 1 is either an 
out-of-the-syncline thrust or a backlimb thrust; faults 2 
and 3 are forelimb thrusts (Dahlstrom. 1970). 
.. 
The boxfold syncline in the north-western part, and the · 
other syncliqe in th~ south-eastern part of the be 1 t • are 
parasitic to the large-scale anticlinal" structures (figure 
4-12, sections BB' and DD', re spectively). 
The northern limb of the boxf~ld syncline is tru nca ted 
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along strike to the east by fa~lt 1 (fiiure 4-12, sections 
BB' and CC' ) ; To t>he west, faul.t 1 truncates both li'mbs of 
the syncline al~ng what is _interpreted as a westerly dipping 
1 ate r a 1 · r a·m p • lt is cutt~ng laterally down-section in the 
" 
Ramrat Duru succession at a shallower dip than the bedding. 
· This accounts for the absence of the Limestone Member of the 
• 
Guvajza· Formation, the Sid'r and the Nayid Formations at the 
erosional surface, along the northern limb of the western 
anticline (figure 4-12, section AA'). 
Fault · 2 transects the southern limb of the western 
anticline to the east, as it merges with fault 3. to the 
J 
vest, fault 2 . merges with fault 1. Fault 2 thus represents_ 
of a majot conn~cting splay fault - ~Royer and Elliott, 1982, 
figure 7). 
To the nortn", the tlamrat Duzu nappe is overlain by an 
i~bricate stack of the Wahrah Formation. To the south., the 
Hamrat Duru imbricates must overlie the southern Wahrah 
imbricates. This i "s shown by the fact that there is not 
enough room to bring the Wahrah imbri~ates, which are 
c~calatently dipping •nd facing northward~ (s~e section AA 1 , 
BB' and CC', inset A and figure 4-12) over the Hamrat Du r u 
nappe along a synformal hinge. A · steeply no-rth-dlpp i n g , 
east-west trending fault contact (fault 3) is thus ,lnferre d , 
superposing the folded imbricate stack of 
.· . 
the Hamra t Ouru 
Group ove r a more re~ular imbricate stack of the Wah iah 
Formation situated to the south. The Ramrat Duru imbrlcates 
are assumed to ext~nd. south of fault 3, b~neath the Wahrah 
~ 
'1-•. 
,. 
.. 
' 
' 
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imbricates · of the centtal Sufrat ad Dawh Range (as shown in 
sec~ion AA', BB' and CC' of figure 4;-12). Extensive 
shearin$ observed in a few outcrop~ near the inferred 
position · of fault 3 lends further support to th: presence 9J 
this fault along the southern margin of the Hamrat Duru 
belt. Similar ~&aring along the fl~r thrust of the Wahrah 
nappe north of ~he Hamrat Duru ~~lt is also attributed ~o 
movement along this thrust surface. 
The anticline ' of Al Ayn Forma~ion shares the same ~xial 
trend as the eastern anticline in the Hamrat Duru belt (see 
inset C). Thus, the Al Ayn Form~tion is thought to be 
folded along the ·same anticlinal structure, while · ·overlying 
the units of the Hamrat Duru Group in the east. 
Furthermore, the tr,ace of the 
( 
so).e thrust of the Semail 
ophiolite appears to follow the same tr~nd as the units ·of 
the Al Ayn Formation. Hence, this sole thrust ls also 
consid~red to be folded along the same structure, while 
lying above the Al Ayn lithologies. lt is not known if the 
Al Ayn Formation also occupies . ~he hinge of the antiform, 
~ above the Hamrat Duru imbricate!, along the plane of 
-~ . 
sec.t1ons AA', BB', CC' and DD'. 
tn summary, the nor-the riL... Hamr at Duru belt defines a . 
structural culmination consisting of t~o en·e~helon arranged 
an~iclines, folding an already established set of 
imbric.ation faults. These folds truncated · by three are 
. 
major high-angle reverse fa~lts resulting in the 
re•imbrication of . the early imbricate sy.stems. The 
....... .-::--
·'. 
( . 
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southernmost faul-t thrust~ the·· Hamrat. Duru imbricates 
s o u th w a r d s o v e r . t h e i m b r i c a ~ e s t a c k o f t h e ·W a h r a h F o r ma t i o n • 
The normal Hawasln~ stacking orde~ is only preserved along 
I 
the northern margin of the culminatio~ • 
4.4 The Wahrah nappe in the Central Sufrat ad Da~h Range 
(inset C) 
4.4.1 nesiription of the st~~cture 
. . 
The central Sufrat ad Dawh Range consistently' displays a 
high degree-' of imbrication. This is shown by the intense 
repetition- of · t~e . Wahrah lithostratigraphy, and cp n sis tent 
northward dips and . younging directions. A s d i s c u s s e d in 
3.2.2, this area· comprises 
t 
3 distinct llthostratigrephic 
ass em b 1 a gas , . ~ r r a 0. g e d in · 3 E-W t.rendlng belts. Each of 
.these belts consists of a complex array of connecting, 
rejoining and - di~erging splays (Boyer and Elliott, 1982). 
resulting in an impressive pattern of interfingering 
tect~nic sllve~s. Since evidence of shearing al~ng the 
trace of individual thrust faults was rarely observed, these 
fault a were identified mainly on the basis of their 
cross-cutting · relationships with the lithologies. 
Tectonic and stratigraphic ·· contacts were not 
dis t 1 n g~ l.s he d • lt was found tha~ the Imbrication in this 
area commo~~y . lead to an anomalous ~uccession of the . Wahrah 
Me111bers, . i.e. that the normal stratigraphic order is often 
not preserved. For instance, in assemblage B, the units . o f 
' the Lower Llmeston• Member may directly overlie unit~ of the 
77 
Mudstone Member, or are overlain" by unit~ · of the . Chert 
Member. In" assemblage c I units • of the Up~er Limestone 
Member may overlie directly units of the Mudstone Member, or 
•re overlain by units · of ' the Chert or the Mudstone members. 
The ·exact ],ocation of the thrust surfaces within t -hese 
successions is uncertain. The l ~thological boundaries were 
not studied systematically, but it · is suspected .that most_ of 
the lithologi~al boundaries are tectonic, pointing to the 
intensit.·¥ of the imbricatlorv Hence, in 
"assumed" thru·s·t sy~bols were asslgned 
insets A and B, 
to the lithological 
boundaries of the uni~s of the Wahrah Formation. Similarly, 
in inset C, the exact location of' the thrust surfaces in 'the 
' " 
imbricate stack of the central Sufrat: 'ad n·awh ar e a could not 
be ascertain and "approximat"e" thrust symbols were used to 
indicate the pattern of the imbricati~a~ ~long the erosional 
surface. • 
The structure d i a p 1 ayed by the lithostratigra phical 
assemblages A an~B (as defined in section 3.4 .) consists of 
a regular arrangement of E-W trending imbricat.es, "in which 
the bedding planes are in general moderately no r t h-.d i p pl. n g 
(figure 4-13). Since the imbricate faults run . par a lle l t o 
the bedding along most of their length, this t's 
also believed to illustrate the attitude of the imbricate 
thrust faults. Folds of b e dding plane s are c o mmon wi t h i n 
the individual imbricates. These folds do not a ppear t o 
affect the thrust surfaces that ~ontain the ~ocks in which 
t h e y a re d e velo p ed. The fold s have sub-horizont a l, E -W 
- - ·--- -- - --- - -- -.----
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\ 
trending fold axes and north-dipping , axial planes, and thetr 
profile is . angul~r and usually asymmetric with a southward 
~ergence (figure 
·.I~ ~ 
/ 
·, 
Figure 4-lj: · Poles to bedding in assembl•ges A and 8 in 
~h~ ~entral S~fra~ ad D~wh . Range; indicating 
that the lithologies are generally dipping 
towards the north. · The small~r cluster 
represents the aouthern . li~bs of the 
occ~sionai folds occurring 1~ the area (n•6fi, 
con~ours~ 15, 10 and 5% per 1% ar~a). 
In th~ rtcirth-ea~tern corner of thi~ area ·(see also inset A), 
Wahrah imbricates are tightly fo•lded · along steeply 
west-plunging axes, with steeply north-dipping axial planes. ~ 
These folds ~r~ . ~ransected by a N-S trending high-angle 
fault. The folds i~ ih~se as~emblages vary in wavelength 
from a few meters to more . thau 500 meters. 
In b-he central part of, the study area, a large•scale, 
tight to isoclinal ~ntiform is dev~loped. The general 
r 
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Figure 4-14: Southward verging, asymmetrical fold in 
the Mudstone Member of the Wahrah Formation, 
central Sufrat ad Dawh Range. 
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attitude of the bedding along the northern and sou.thern 
1 i m b s of this anti f o r m s u g g e · s t s that the ax i a 1 p 1 an e of the 
structure is dipping. steeply towards the north; J; he fold 
faces southwards and p_:L·unges model.'ately. to the west. It has 
a minimum wave~ength of five kilometers and a minimum 
amplitude of twelve kilometers. It folds assemblage_ C of the 
· wahrah . ·imbricate stac;,ks:· and contains in its hinge area a 
number of tight parasitic folds less than one kilometer in 
I 
wavelength, and no.t exceeding two kilometers in amplitude. 
T h e s e f o 1 d s a r e p 1 u n g i n g t ow a r d s t .h e south-west, the west 
and the no.rth-weat. Also includeci along lits northern 11mb 
is a westerly plungi.n.g .. z" fold, a few hundred · meters in 
I 
i . 
wavelength and amplitude, and an E-W treadin g d<!ubly 
plunging antiform of approximately the 
southern 
,. 
limb of this antiform is 
same scale. The 
transected by an E-\-l 
trending fault that extends across the entire mapping area. 
/ 
Othei minor high-angle faults of various trends occur in the 
co~ of the antiform. 
,..------:--~/This 1 a r ge scale aritlformal structure and t h e fault 
t ran sec ~ i n g its ·south e r n 1 i m b are f o 1 de d open 1 y-·a. 1 on g a N - S 
striking alcial plane. Poles to the bedding along the trace 
of the fold hinge are plotted on a stereogram (figure 4-15<). 
Plane P represents the orientation of the a xial p l a ne of 
this. open fold, as approximated fr om th e map p a t tern . An 
easterly dip of this axial plane is inferred on the ba s is of 
the pole distribution. 
The imbricates lying . to the south of thoe 'maj o r transecting 
Figure 4-15: 
--~ 81 
N 
Poles to bedding along the surface trace of 
the large-scale antiform in the central 
Sufrat ad Dawh Range (n=67, contours: 9, 6, 
and 3% per 1% area). Plane P is the axial 
plane of the late open fold. 
fault are only slightly warped along N-S trending axial 
planes. The facing direction is consistently northwards, 
and dip directions of the bedding planes are also 
predominantly northwards. Occasionally, folds of bedding 
are developed within the imbricates. These folds are 
mesoscopic, plunge gently towards the west or east. They 
are generally asymmetrical with a southwards vergence. 
' -
... 
' '' -:1 
4.4.2 DiscussiQn 
A simplified version of the imbricat-ion p ·attern of the 
Wahrah Formation in the central Sufrat ad Dawh Range is 
illus~rated in figure 4-16. This diagram illustrates 
~ 
the 
imbricates before later large-scale folding along a ~ -s 
striking axial plane. 
Three 111odels for _ "the - geometrical configuratlon o f ." tile 
Wahrah imbricate stack are cons {de· red to a c c_ o u n t for the 
occurrence of the• · lithostratigraphi c · assemblages i n the 
study area. 
In the first model, the Wahrah imbricate stack is viewed 
as an imbricate fan system, wher-eby all thrust surfa c es 
curve asymptotically downwards and join a co mmon h o r ~ z o n a t 
d e p t h • T h e t h r u s t f a u l t s c au s e. t h e s t r u c t u r a 1 r e p e t 1 t 1 o n o f 
the Wahrah lithologies (see figure 4-17 ) . This is a 
classical thrust geom~try in fold and thrust belts ( Cone y , 
1!-973; Boyer and Elliott, 1982). In thi s model, the absence 
of the .Lower and ' the Upper Lime-st o ne members ln the south 
and the north, respectively, of the study area is purel y an 
a_rtifact of the way the er osional sur.face - ls cutting through 
the imbric a te s tack. The occurrence of three distlnct types 
of lith.ological assemblages, a s shown by the su-rface geology 
in this area (figure 3-12), is possible if t h e f loor thrust 
o f the Wahr a h lmbric·at e fan dips tow a rds 
angle 6 with respe c t to the erosional 
the . south 
surface 
a t an 
' 
( f i g ure 
' ~ 
4·-17b) ; Considering that -t:he Wahrah f loor thrust 
towards th e north -a s i 't o~erlies th e s"otstha'rn Ha mrat Duru , 
i 
- ' 
., 
•) .. _ 
I I . 
Assemblage A I Assemblage B I Assemblage C 
. 
UL · 
Md and Ch 
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Figure 4•16: 
• 
c 
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lmbricatu thrust fault. 
Lithological boundary 
Simplified version o f the lith o l og ical 
d ist ributi o n in the .Wahrah imbricate 
stack of the centra l S u fr&t ad Da wh 
, Ra n ge . 
N 
a) r· 
·::..; 
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b) 
4- Ass. 
Figure 4-17: a) Conformable succession of the Wahrah 
Formation (the lithological symbols are the 
same as in figure 4-16), 
b) imbrication (based on the model of Boyer 
and Elliott, 1982) and present geometrical 
configuration of the Wahrah imbricate 
stack in the central Sufrat ad Dawh Range. 
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·belt (see cross~section in inset C), ' the Wahrah imbricate 
stack, I!CCOrding to the mociel presented in figure 4-17, 
would have to for~ a broad, upright, synf orma 1 flexure at 
de vt h , in the EJ out h of t R e cent ·r a 1 S u f r a t ad 0 a w h · Range , 
' ~ 
The. displaceme,.\ along each of ~~ imbricate thr>ust fault' s 
. \ .... 
' in this mod.e 1 is ideally assumed to remain the same • 
...... 
Following a slightly modified scheme, the same pattern would 
• ' IJ 
· ·be "flcht'eved along the erosional. surface if the displacement 
. 
along these f~ults would increase pr~gressive~y towards the 
• 
north.-
The middle patt · of this imbricate · stack, however, is 
folded by a large-scale antiform (section BC in ,inset C). 
Therefore, the idea.l •ci'rcumstan.ces required by the model of 
/ 
figure . 4-l7, whereby' the. erosional surface is at a· constant 
angle 9 with respect to the base of t-he imbricate stack, 'do 
n"ot hold ·.in . the· vicinity of the fold • This mod'\5 is 
· therefore,. not entirely satisfactory. 
In ·the second model, the lithostr'atigraphical distributi.on 
in this area reflects substantial dia~hronous facies 
' variations in ""the Wa.hrah Formation. 
,---
This i$ illustrated in 
figure 4~taa·. the tower Limestone Member, dominant in the 
north, p1nche,s out towards ·the south, while the Upper 
Limestone Member f ollowa opposite trend •. Structural 
telescopLng of these litho.logies along a common decollement: 
h 6 r 1 z o d at depth • as de p 1 c ted l n f i g u r ~ 4: 1 8 b , w o u 1-d res u l t 
in the · observed . distribution pattern. 
" Glennie et al. (1974, p.215-218) have docume nted 
.. 
• . 
.... 
J -· 
N s 
a) Time lines 
~J?.:f~~i~l¥ii.~·k.~ ;~rr~;;.~if.h~;;~~~;~~'~;~~ ~t--.~~~-;:;,:. ~:-~~ ::: -:_;;,,;: ·:;~.:: • :_- :.·-·: · :·: 0:· ::: ::.-: --: ::: ·_::: • j 
b) 
erosional surface 
Figure 4-18: 
~ Ass • A ~'>""'<:....._- Ass. B Ass. C 
Alternative model for the distribution of 
the Wahrah lithologies in the central 
Sufrat ad Dawh Range; a) conformable 
succession of the Wahrah Formation 
displaying north-south diachronous 
facies variations, b) imbrication and 
formation of a regular imbricate stack. 
I 
.. 
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regional facies 
Formation. This 6onstats of the 
limest~ne members t&warcJs the 
variation Ut the \l>ahrah 
thinni(lg-out of 
north-east and' 
the - two 
.... 
the east, 
grading into more ' distal lithologies. Hence, the va~iation 
. ' 
in facies of the Uppe~ Lime~to~e Member, as proposed · for the 
Sufrat ad. Dawh Ran.ge, f,s in agre'eme_nt with the regional 
· trends. On t6e other ba~d, the varia~lon in facies of the 
Lower Limestone Member is incompatible with the~e tr~ndi. 
T~\'> difference in .stratigraphical thickn'ess '\f the,...Gu~ayza 
,. 
Forma'tioll in the northern and the so~thern Hamrat Duru b~lt 
may indicate, ,as discussed jn section 3. 2 •• that this 
formation becomes more distal in facies towards the south. 
This is ~lfo,i~ contradiction with the local variations in 
facies of the Hamrat Duru Group doc~mented by Glennie et al. 
(1974). Hence, it ' is thought that until further 
stratigraphical work ls done, one may not ·dismiss the 
possibility that the Lowir Limestone Memb~r of the Wahrah 
Formation, which is correlatable with the Guwayza Formation, 
'·tallows the same tr'e.nd in facies variation as 
Formation. 
the Guwayza , 
A major argument against the model presented In flgu~e 
4 - 18· c an be p u t f o r war d • 
the Lower Limestone 
r_~e stratigraphical.<" th'ickne\s 
Member wpuld be expected t O 
"\ 
of 
be 
substantially greater in the northernmost 1mb r 1 c a toes and 
gradually diulinish · tu the more southerly. imbricate.s. 
was not observeq .. ~the poorly exposed nature of the 
; Tfis 
Upper 
Limestone . Member pr~cluded a similar 
~arlati~n in thickness of this member. 
evaluatidn of t h e 
I 
·---- ·- -·· - . __ .. . --·- ·· 
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.. 
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The models presented in figure 4-L7 and 4-18 assume. that 
the Wahrah 
,. .. ( 
Formation 1~ . the Centr•l Sufrat ad Dawh Range 
,..,...- ., 
forms an imbricate fan. However, the limited topographic \ . 
relief, ' characteristJc of the central Sufrat ad Dawh Rang~, 
provldei littl~ indication for . the morphology of the Wahrah 
imbricates in cross-sec~lon. The thrust system could also . 
have consisted of a duplex .whose · roof thrus~ was once lying 
above the present surface of erosion. This thrust would, in 
turn, have formed . the floor thrust of another thrust system, 
consisting either of the Wahrah Formation, or of . another 
type of rock unit. 
I t i s c o n c 1i v a ble t h a t · t h e g e o m e t r i c a 1 a r r a n g e me n t o f the 
imbricates in t:he"central ad Dawh Range is more 
complex than what is depicted in the previous models. Thus, 
a third explanation may be invoked for the distributi o n of 
~he Wahrah lithostra~igraphy in this area. \Assumi n g that, 
before imbrication, the ' Wahrah Formation was · un[formly 
represented by all four of its members (i.e. assuming that 
no significant facies variations existe!), it is possible 
that each lithostratigraphical assemblage represents 
distinct duplex, whose fl~or and roof thrust enclose only 
part of the Wahrah stratigraphy. Assemblage A is contained 
, in a duplex whose floor and roof thrust lie at the baie and 
t":" , 
the top, reepectivel·y, of the Lower L ~ mes~6 ne Member. 
Assemblage B lies within a duplex enclosing the Mudstone , 
the Chert a,nd •the Lower Limestone Members .• Assemblage C 
lies within a dup te x whose floor thrust remains above the 
. -----------
• 
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Lower Limestone Member. Figure · 4-19 
.I 
illustrates how this 
• 
geometry may be achieved. !he sequence of development of 
t h e d u p 1 e x e 8 1 n t ·h i s f 1 g u r e i s • b a s e d o n a me a s u r e d g r a p h 1 c a l 
conceptualized by Boyer -~1978} and Boyer and 
Elliott_ (1982). In figure 4-19(a), a decollement develops 
at the· base of the Wahrah Formation 1 and ramps to the top of • 
the Lower Limestone Member. Imbrication of this member 
proceeds, thus forminJ.ss~mbiage A _(figure 4-19(b.)). The 
d~collement the~ steps on top of the Kudstoni and the Chert 
Members, leading, as 
~th~se member-s and - the 
assemblage B. In (d), 
the decollement ramps 
. _Member, and migrates 
• 
shown in (c), to the imbrication of 
L6wer Limest~ne Member, thus forming 
~ from the base of the W~hrah Formation~ 
to the top of the Lower "Limestone 
further south on top of the Upper 
Limestone Member, resul.ting as shown in (e)_;. in •the 
i 
'i m b r i c a t i o n of the Mudstone, the .chert and the Upper 
Lim~ston~ Members; this leads to the formation of assemblage 
c; hgure 4-19(£) represents the final geometrical 
configuration of the Wahrah ,~uplex. No.te that ·, from (a) to 
(f). the floor thrust of th~ Wahrah imbricate stack climbs 
up-section southwards, in the direction of transpor~ of the 
imbricates. 
The. process of imbrication lllus~rated in figure 4-19 ls 
thought to be equiva.lent to what Glennie et ' 81. (1974, 
p.344) briefly reierred to as "intra-formational sli~page~ 
to acc6unt for this peculiar distr(butio~ of the Wahrah 
lithologies. 
\ 
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Figure 4-19: Third model for the lithological 
distribution of the Wahrah Formation in 
the central Sufrat ad Dawh Range (see 
text for discussion). 
i . 
• 
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According thl s third 111odel, howeve,r,. the Upper 
Li_mes tone, the Chert and the Mudstone members would be 
ex.Jlect'ed to . appear abo v e ass em b i age A , a 19 n g the eros i 9'n al 
surface, tn the north of the Sufrat ad Dawh Range. This 
doe~ nQt seem to be . the case. 
In conciusion, the three. modf(!ls, presented 
highly idealtz·ed. It is th·ought that, a ·lthough siightly 
inconsistent wi~h the . field evidence, . all :. ~e, or a 
combination of · 2 or 3, may be equally . valid. With t~ data 
·presently at hand, however, there ~s no way of determining 
which ~lternative is the most applicable in the ~tudy area. 
The geo~etrical relationship, shown by the large-s-cale. 
anti formal structure and tHe E-W tren~ing fault iruncatini 
its southern limb· allows the designation of this fault as a 
forelimb fault (Dahls tro_m, 19 70). The 
structurai ripetition of assemblage'c in'the 
... ./ 
fault causes the 
southern part 
of the study area. The high-angle 'faults occ~rr .ing in the 
core of the antifo~m probably correspond to structural 
complications resulting from room problems that developed 
during folding at deeper lev~ls in the fold core. 
The otigin . of t .he w.es terly plunging z fo1.d on the 
northern limb of the large-scale antiform, according to the 
·Pump e 11 y an r u 1 e on the g eo met r 1 c. a 1 r e 1 a t 1 on s h 1 p o f . par as 1. t 1 c 
foids · (De Sit~er, 1964), is unrelated. to the development of 
this antiform. The occurrenc~ of a doubly plunging fold 
-.: a+ori.g . the same limb of this structure hints, however, at ·the 
doubly-plun$1ng nature of the large-s~ a le anti f o r m. He n c e, 
'· 
. . .___... . ·-------·---- ---··· ------··· ·- .. .. ·-·---·-·-·----- -· · -········· ·-·· · ···- ··· --··-·---______.... 
• 
.· 
. . \ 
the z: fo)dt although plungtng in ~Re opposite dlrectlon~ 
. may b.e r e 1 a "t e d to an easterly plunging antiformal' hinge 
situate'd in the grav.el plain east o£ the stuay ·area, 16- ~ t.Ae 
- '·· ""-.. 
hinge line o.(_ the parasi-tic fold · was rotat.ed during . folding 
• / . 
from · an easterly to_, we~terly plul?ge. 
• • 
-J 
4.5 The southern Hamrat . Dur~ belt (ins~~~) / 
4.5.1 Description of the structure 
The structure ·of the southern Hamrat Duru belt is 
dominated by a series : of . imbricates that are facing· an;. 
moderately dipping_ towards t;.he . north (see sections AA', BB' 
and CC' 6n inset ~}· These • imbricates trend in an ·E-W 
direct i o·n in· the cent r a 1 par t of · the be 1 t , b. u t the i r t rend 
becomes progressively orien~ed to a NE-SW direction 
westwards (see insets A and C). They radge ~ n thickness 
f.rom several meters (at the scale of the outcrop) to a 
., 
kilometer, and generally involve .all three formations of tl\e 
Hamrat DuTu Group. 
generally bne major set of folds is recognized • . They are 
....... 
open to tight, and have shallowly plu~~ing fold axes tha.t 
trend in a NE::s-~. ot'ientation in the central part of the belt 
and beco;ne reoriented to an easterly qrientatLon in the 
e ast. Thus. they parallel the change in strike of ~ the 
imbricates (figure 4-~ 0). The folds ar~ often asy~metr1cal, 
vergi_rig southwards, and · either-fold the thrust planE7s. or are 
truocat~d by them. They are recogni~ed at the s cale of t he 
outcro~ and may reach up to a kilome~er ln wavele ngt h a nd 
·' 
.. , .. . 
200-300 meters in amplitu4e• 
. ··- ·- - ··- ---------·-----
· -~ 
, ;· 
. ' 
-·-
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N-S trending, high-angle faults are common in the area of 
inset B. They may be traced for more than three kilometers 
along strike. Some offset the Hamrat Duru imbricate thrust 
faults, as well as the contact of the Wahrah and Hamrat Duru 
units to the north. Others terminate against the imbricate 
faults. E-W oriented, high-angle, dip-slip faults also 
occur, but do not affect the thrust faults. The attitude of 
these faults could not be determined. 
Lithologies of the Chert and the Upper Limestone Members 
of the Wahrah Formation occur in a poorly exposed area 
enclosed within the Hamrat Duru belt (figure 4-21). 
Figure 4-20: Fold axes 
inset B 
N 
measured in the map area 
(n=75, contours: 8, 6 and 
4% per 1% area). 
of 
These units are dipping and younging towards the north. The 
northern limit of these units has a strike length of two 
Figure 4-21: 
-·- 94 
Area of poor exposure, lying within the 
southern Hamrat Duru belt (east-central 
part of inset C) and containing 
units of the Wahrah Formation. Note the 
Wahrah imbricates of the central Sufrat 
ad Dawh Range in the background. 
W E 
NHD 
Central SaD 
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kilometers. The southern boundary merees tqwards the west 
with the northern boundary. A reconnaissance survey in the 
east of the poorly exposed area has shown that these 
lithologies are juxtaposed against units of the Hamrat Duru 
Croup by a N-S or-iented fau.lt (see inset C). Therefore, 
this domain of Wahrah lithologies is e~closed entirely 
within the southern Hamrat Duru belt. 
' . I 
The structure in the Wahrah unit fringing the southern 
margin of the Kamra t Duru belt consists of a regular E-W 
trending imbricate stack with north.-dipptng thrust faults . 
Minor angular, south-verging asym metrical f o lds with 
sub-horizontal east-west trending axes occur. The 
relationships of these folds with t h e thrust surfacf>s is 
uncertain. 
4.5.2 Discus s i o n 
The Wahrah nappe overlies te c t o ni cal ly the Ham r a t Dur u 
nappe along the northern boundal!i'y of the s ou thern Harnrat 
Duru bel't (figure 4-22). This is thought t o represent t h e 
conventional. regional tectonostatigraphi c stacking order of 
these nappes (~ee section 2.3). The opposite relati on shi p 
occurs along the southern boundary of the belt, 1o1here the 
Hamrat Duru imbricates overlie the narrow belt Gf Wahrah· /--
imbricates (figure. 4-23). Thes e tectonic relati on ship s are 
s u g g e s t e d 'b y the consistent northerly dips and facin g 
directions of the Hamrat Duro Rnd the Wah r a h imbricat e s in 
th;, (•r< of the stody ar,.. 
Figure 4-22: 
N 
~L:- 9 6 
Structures in the upper Hamrat Duru Group 
are depicted in the foreground. The Wahrah 
imbricates in the background structurally 
overlie the southern Hamrat Duru belt 
along the northern boundary of this belt. 
Note the trace of a N-S trending fault 
displacing the roof thrust of the 
Hamrat Duru imbricates. 
s 
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Figure 4-23: Tectonic setting of the southern Hamrat 
Duru belt, clearly displaying the 
superposition of the southern Hamrat Duru 
belt over the southern Wahrah imbricates, 
exposed in the foreground. 
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' The 
belt 
Wahrah l~thologies enclosed within 
are inte~preted to belong to one or more 
Hamrat Du r ,u 
E-W trending 
Wahrah imbricates structurally bounded to the north and the 
south by Hamrat Duru imbricates. 
Figure 4-24 is a diagramatic representation, in plan viev 
and in cross-section, of the central part of the 
Hamrat Duru be 1 t, comprising 
enclosed Wahrah lithologies. 
int~rpreted in term s of the 
part of the 
r--
This geometry 
structural ly · 
1 s best 
tectonic repetition of the 
Wahrah and the ,..,.t Duru infbricated nappes. Hence, fault 
1 represents he floor thrust and the roof thrust of the 
Wahrah and the \ Hamrat Duru nappes, respe.ctively. This fault 
corresp o nds to the original stacking order of the Wahrah 
imbrlcat@s overlying the Hamrat Duru imb.r-1 ca i: e s. 
•· 
lt is 
divided into · three sections. Fault ·la marks the northern 
limit of the Hamrat Duru belt. Fault lb f~rms the southern 
bouhdary of the enclosed Wahrah lithologies, and merges with 
fault 2 at depth and along its western extension. Fa u 1 t lc 
is not observed in the study _area but is assumed to underlie 
the Wahrah imbricates occurring to the south o.f. the Ham rat 
Duru belt. Faults 2 and 3 are interpreted as 
re-imbrica~ion faults, tectonically repeating the local 
tectonostratigraphy. 
This interpretation is corroborat e d . by localized 
.cross-cutting relationship~·"· observed in the Ou r u 
belt, whereby thrust surfaces are folded and ;but agai~~ t 
unfolded thrust surfaces. Some · of th ese rel~tionships are 
- . ... _________ ____ ...___,. __ _ 
a ) 
b ) 
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...... + fault 3 
,. :: ~ . ~, ,:, , , ,: ~, ~ , ::,, :m ,m~ :', =:J<::r ' ': _,,: mi, ·::,,,,, m . : 
Hamrat Duru Gp B 
Wahrah Fm. 
A 3 / B 1 a 2 1 b /' I / 
Figure 4-24: Schematic representation in plan view (a) 
and in cross-section (b) of the southern 
Hamrat Duru belt. 
1c 
\ 
too ·r 
shown in inset B' and are outlined in figure 4-ZS. They 
' . 
indicate tbat there are at least two distinct generations of 
thrust surfaces. 
Fi sure 
b) 
a) 
d) 
500m 
4-2~: Cross-cutting relationships of thrust 
surfaces in ~he sou~hern Hamrat Duru belt, 
as shown 1 n inset B (filled teeth : ear 1 y 
, thrust, open teeth: late thru!lt). 
The cross-cu~ting relatlonships are, howeyer; s c arce. They 
are aho~n unambiguousiy only when the hi n ge of a plunging 
f 0 ld affecting ·· an early thrust is transected by a later 
thrust (see all 'four patterns in figure 4-25). This 
suggests that the • la.ter .set of. thrust surfaces developed 
essentially parallel to the early set. Consequently, it is 
generalfy not possible to assign any of the thtust surfaces 
to one generation or the other. 
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Moreover., there I iS'-. no evidence 
.... 
indicating that the 
norih~easterly to easterly trending folds, although sharing 
th~ same style and orientation, do necessarily belong to ·a · 
single genera~ion. An interference patte~n of shallowly 
plunging folds sharing the~e characteristi~s is not 
~ 
likely 
to emerge on the map pattern. Hence, the folds may · no't be 
used to help determine to what g~neration a thrust fault 
belongs. 
The re-orientation of the imbricate thrus~ faults and the 
fold axe~ from an E-W to an NE-SW trend defines a 
large-scale fold : \lith a roughly N-S oriented axial plane. 
It represents minor · shortening of the Hamrat Duru imbricates 
in the E-W direction. 
4:6 Structure of the Sufrat ~d Dawh Range 
- 4.6.1 Tectonostratigraphy 
Four tectonostratigraphic units of the Hawaslna complex 
are reco*nized in the Sufr~t ad Davh Range, in addition to 
..., 
the • Semail ophioli.te tfappe and the metamorphic tacks 
llaybl Complex: The tectonic stacking order of these 
of the 
nappes 
ia summarized in figure 4-26. 
The Semail ophioLite overlies directly the metamorphic 
rocks of the Haybi Complex, the Haliw, the t.lahrah and the Al 
Ayn napp e s.· The tectonic 
• • 
relationship of the Wahrah na ~pe 
\11th respect to the Al Ayn nappe is not displayed ln t h e 
study area. Only the Wahrah nappe is e ltpos ed be low the 
floor thrust of the Haliw nappe. The relationship of the 
II< 
) 
.. 
\ · 
\ 
Figure 4·26: 
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Tectonostratlgraphy of the 
SuftA·t· ad Dawh Range. 
Raliw and the Al Ayn nappes is not known. The Hamrat · Duru 
•, 
nappe is overlain by the Wahrah and the Al Ayn nappes. On 
the other hand, Ham rat Duru na~pe in turn o verl i es the 
.... - __ .... , ... 
different segment~ of ·~/ the Wahrah thrust system. 
These observations are largely in agreement with the 
regular regional stacking order of these nappes in other 
parts of the Oni.an Mountains (Glennie ~ ~·, 1973, 1974). 
one major difference is the t:eversAl in the 
tectonostratigraphy displ~yed iri the Sufrat ad Dawh Range by 
the Wahrah artd the Hamrat Duru nappes, thus confirming the 
observation made in the south p~rt of the Sufrat · ad Dawh 
Range by these workers (~ee Glennie et al. (1974) section 9 , 
enclosure 5). This study further demonstrates that .this 
t• 
.revers a 1 in tectonostratlgraphy is ' not excepti~~al, but 
. 
oc c urs systematically across the strike of the Hawasina 
Complex in th e Sufrat ad Dawh Range. 
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4.6.2 Synopsis of the structure 
The structural grain of the Hawaslna 1\.appes in the Sufrat 
ad Dawh Range maintains a consistent E-W trend, and 
parallels the regional tectonic strike of the Late 
Cretaceous allochthons in the Oman Mountains. The .res u lts 
of the detailed geometrical analysis presented tn this 
chapter are summa;ized inDa composite N·S trendin g 
Atructural section draw~cross the Sufrat dd Dawh Range 
(figure 4-27). 
T~e structure in the northern and sout~ern Hamrat Duru 
belt11 and in the central part of' the Sufrat R.d Dawh Range, 
is dominated by a regular hinterland-facing imbricati o n, 
with E~W striking thrust surfaces. A salient characteristic 
of the deformational style in these areas i~ the occurrence 
of two geometrically distinct types of reverse faults. The 
faults belonging to the prevailing set (dashed thrust lines 
in figure 4-27) genera'lly lte parallel .to the bedding. ln 
the northern and southern Ramrat Duru 
., . 
belts, these faults 
define a duplex, whose roof thrust lies along the northern 
margins of these belts, and slso constitutes the floor 
thrust of th e overlying Wahrah imbricates. 'I'he floor t h rust 
of the Ramrat Duru duplexes is assumed to lie ln the 
s ubsurface, at an undetermined depth. In the central part 
of the Sufrat ad Dawh Range, the main set of faults is 
responsible for the t.ntense imbrication of the Wahrah 
Formation. The thrust surfaces may merge, as shown in 
figur e 4-.27, along a common d e collement, which would .for m 
·--, .. . - . - -- ·-· ... - ..__... 
N 
NA NHD Central SaD SHD 
s 
erosional 
surface 
Hamra t Duru Gp -------~ Early set of reverse faults 
::;::;'.:!.'!'! Wahrah Fm. Late set of reverse faults 
Haliw Fm and H o .. hi ~nhc 
Figure 4-27: Schematic representation of the macroscopic 
structure of the Sufrat ad Dawh Range. 
I 
... 
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the floor thrust · of the Wahrah nappe (figure• 4-17b and 
4-18b). Alternatively, they may define a thrust system 
., 
composed of three major duplexes (figure 4-19£). 
ln the northern ~amrat Duru belt, ~he lithologies and the 
·=· first set of reverse faults are folded along ~~ E-W trending 
antiformal culmination. This culmination is transected by 
the second set ·of reverse faults (solid thrust lines in 
figure 4-27). The stetply dipping nature of these faults 
controls the attitude of the Hamrat Duru and the Wahrah 
nappes in this area, which contrasts with the regular, 
moderate northerly dip of the rock sequences in the norther n 
area (see cros~-section AB, inset C). They breach the 
Hamrat Duru roof thrust and a .tlow the H·amrat Duru dupleK t o 
overlie t e ctoni c ally the Wahrah imbricates to the s 0 u t ·tl • 
The Wahrah imbricates to the north of this belt represent 
the trailing edge of the Wahrah nappe. 
A similaT geometry may be present in t~e central Sufr a t ad 
., 
Dawh Range, but there the Hamrat · Duru ,nappe does not occur 
at the erosional level. This suggests that either the 
·displacemant along the secondary faults is less than i n the 
northern Hamrat Duru belt (as shown in figure 4-27), o r t hat 
this ' fault does not reach the Hamr a t Duru nappe a t d e p th 
(figure 4-28)~ It i~ also conceivable that · t h e H a mrat Du ru 
nappe is altogether ab~ent fr o~ the subsurf a c e . 
In the southern Hamrat Duru belt; the litholog ie~ •nd th e 
main set of faults are also folded. Thes e folds, ·h owever , 
are more angular and smai ler 
I 
ln amplitud e and in wav ~l ength , / 
. .. 
: __ _... 
J' 
-
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Late imbrie ate fault 
erosional 
surface . i!!! l!i !!\1'!1.! l! !;:;; lillll!ll 
·' 
Hamrat Ouru Gp 
Figure .4-28: · Alternative to figure 4-27 illustrating 
why the large-scale fold and foreli~b fault 
structure in the central Sufrat ad Dawh 
R<~nge · does not allow units of the Ha mr a t 
Duru nappe to be exposed at the 
~rosiOnal surface. 
than .in the - northern Hamrat Du£u belt. The second set 
reverse faults in this area also causes the imbrication of · 
the Wahrah and the Hamrat Duru nappes. Apart from localised 
exceptions, these faults do not truncate at a high angle the 
llth~logies and the main set of faults as in the northern 
Hamrat Duru belt, but / generally lie parallel to them. This 
results In an intensification of the ' 1mb r i~c a t ion o f the 
Ham rat Ouru Group alr~ady e~tablished by th~ first set of 
rever s e fault!!. 
.The disparity in geometrical configuration that e 7; igts 
between the narthern and southern Hamrat Ouru belts may 
originate from the differFnce in the .thickness of the units 
involved in the late imbrication. In the north e rn belt, the 
I 
I 
j 
1.07 
Hamrat Duru Group ls stratigraphically much thicker than in 
the south .• It is thought that the thinness of the group l"n 
' the southern belt enhanced-- thrusting instead of folding as a 
main mechanism of shortening. Fur thermo r e, f o 1 d s de v:e 1 oped 
in a tninner sequence of rocks would be ~xpected to be more 
angular and of a smaller wavelength than in a thicker 
se'quenc;e (Rams~y, l967). 
The second set of reve;se faults, although not" as int e nse . 
as the set, affect.s the Hawasina napp e s 1 n a 
systematic · fashion. Hence, as shown in figure 4-27,. this 
set ls thought to'represent a large-scale imbricati o n sy s te m 
linked to a ·regional d~collement that lies beqeath the flo o r 
thrust · of the Wahrah nappe, but lihose depth is other wise 
( · unkno·-w-n. 
High-angle faults trending in an NW-S E to SW- NE 
otientation- are common throughout the study area. Because 
these ' faults usually· offset inclined planar struct u ral 
elements, the displacement 
,, 
a·l ong their surfaces is 
ambi -guous. O{p-sllp and strike-slip movements could yield 
the same app.arent offsets on _ t.he map. 
Pina_lly, the central ancl the southern part o f the Su f r a t 
ad Dawh Range record a la'rge -scale open fold -w-ith a 
striking ,axial plane, causing the_ t rend of" a ll struct u ral 
elements in thes.e areas to deviate from a NE.·SW orientation 
eastwards to an E·W or,l eritatlon. · 
.;, 
,_ 
,._ 
' 
.r 
~ r .• 
~· 
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Chapter 5 
DEF'ORHATIONAL HiStORY OF THE HAWASINA COMPLEX 
IN THE SUFRAT AD DAWH RANGE AND REGIONAL IMPLICATIONS 
5.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to .discuss · the kinematic 
evolution of the Hawasina nappes in the Sufrat ad Dawh 
Ra n g e 1 a n d t o e x a m in e the imp l i c a t i on 5 f o r the d e f o r ma t 1 o n a 1 
history of the western foothills. 
5.2 Deformational history of the Hawaslna. :n~pp-e's 
This section · outlines the deformational history of the 
northern Hamrat Duru belt, the central Sufrat ad D a wh Rang e 
an d t h e s o u t he r n Hamra t D u r. u b e 1 t , d e r 1 v e d f r om t h e d e t a i 1 e d 
geometrical analy~is of these domains ' p~esented l n the 
previous chapter. Due to · the poorly exposed nature .of the 
northern ·a rea, the deforma~ional history of this domain 
cannot · be a~Jsessed adequately. However, the hap pes 
occurring in this area are believed to be r e 1 a t 1 v _e l y 
undeformed". 
• 
) 
,..ft. 
- - ~ ~~~------
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- 5.2.1 The northern Hamrat Duru belt 
I 
t h e d e f o r m a t 1 o n a l h 1 s t o r y o f t he n o r t h e r n H a m r a t 0 u r u ~e l t 
com p ·r 1 s e s the f o 11 owing even t s : 
I 
1. l'mbrication of the Hamrat nuru Group al o ng 
northlof8['Q dipping thrUSt planeS 1 leading tO t h e 
formation · of the Hamrat Duru nappe. This 
i m b ric at 1 on -may h a v e pre c e e de d 1 a c com pan 1 e d o r 
folloved the · imbricatio'n of the Wahrah Formati on 
and the superposition of the Hawasina, Haybi and 
Sema11 n.appes. 
.t •l 
2 • La r g e - s c a l e ·f o 1 d i n g o f t h e H a m r a t D u r u n a p p e 
along two en-echelon arr a nged anticlines and 
parasiti c s}nclines with E-W oriented axes. ~h1s 
event also affected the Al Ayn a nd the Semail 
ophiolitic nappes. It is no t known how far ~outh 
the Haliw, the Al Ayn, the Haybi a nd the Sema il 
nappes extended with respect to the position o f 
these fold structures. 
3. Reverse faulting ·along the limbs o f the 
l a r g e-sc a 1 e a n t 1 form breachin g the roo r · t h r us t o f 
the Hamrat Duru nappe. Th is resulted in. the 
southward emplacement o f this nap1>e over the 
Wahrah nappe. 
5.2.2 The central Sufrat ad Da wh Range 
Four deform a tional events are re~ognized in this are a : 
1. Imbrication of the .Wahrah Formation al o ng 
,n o r t h w a r d - d i p p i n g t h r u s t f a u l t s , p r e c e ·e d e d o r 
accompanied by &symmetrical folding aft'ecti n g th e 
lithologies of the 1 individual imbri c a.t ·es. Tt\"e 
process of imbrica .tion is discussed an d 
illusfrated in sectiot) 4.4.L 
2 . Folding of 
la rge·scale 
towards the 
the Wahrah imbricates· , producing a. ~-
westerly-plunging antiform, -incl'i ned 
north. 
3. Reverse f aulting a l"o ng t ire ap u t hern limb o f the 
larg e-sc a le an tif. orm. 
4 . Open folding of -a ll pre·exist ·in g struct u r .es Ln 
the _ southern part of the central s ·u f r a t a d Davh 
Ra n'ge, alo n g a N-S trending a xial plane. 
·-
.. 
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5.2.3 The southern Hamrat Duru belt 
Four deformational events are recorded in this area: 
1 • I m b r i c a t 1 o n o f t h e H a 111 r a t. D u r u G r o u p a l o n g r. h r 1.1 s t 
surfaces dipping towards the north. This e v e nt 
preceeded or was accompanied by E -:W trendi ng 
south-verging asymmetrical folding. It either 
preceeded, accompanied or foll~ed the 
imbrication and the tectonic· superposition of t he 
Wahrah nappe on the Hamrat Duru nappe. 
2. E-W trending asyl~etrical folding 
imbricates with a s~thward vergence. 
of t he 
3. Imbrication of the Wahrah andvthe Hamrat Duru 
nappes along northw~rd di.,pplng thrust faults • 
4. Open folding along a N·S striking axial p~ane. 
5.2.4 The deformational history of the Sufrat ad Dawh Range 
Three major deformational events are r e corded in the 
northern, central and southern Sufrat ad Dawh Range. These 
con'sist of two distinct episodes of imbrication se.parated by 
a phase of folding on E-W trending axes. The first episode 
of imbrication caused the repetition and ~onseq ~e n.t 
struc-tural t h i c k e.n 1 n g of the Hamrat Du.ru and the Wahrah 
li t h 0 .s t rat i graphic g e que n c e 8 • ' and thus led t 0 the formation 
of two distinct thrust'systems, or nappes. In the Central 
Sufrat ad Dawh Range and possibly in the southern Hamrat 
Duru belt, this event wa s preceeded or accompanied by E·W 
trending, sub-horizontal, asymmetrical a 
southward verge n ce, suggesting ttl at the n a ppes were 
telescoped towards the foreland qf the mo unt a in b e lt. 
) 
The second def6rmati9nal event is represe~ted bi fpldino 
· ~ 
- ~ - - - - - - - - - - - ----~~- --
lll 
o;· the Hamrat Duru a~d the "Wahr~h nappt!s and,;in•,;the north, 
/ 
the Al Ayn and the Semail nappes, along E-W t~endlng fo~d 
axes. This indicates that. . this event . occurred after the 
tectonic; superposition of. the allochthons. 
Th~ latest episode of imbrication is thought to have 
initiated ln. the core of these folds.to accomodate f or the 
space problems arisen during the formatJon of these folds. 
Increased . shortening resulted in brittle failure a long the 
limb~ of these structures. causing the re-imbrlcati o n of the 
Ham rat Ouru and the Wahrah nappes, in the northern an~d, the 
southern parts of the Sufrat ad Dawh Range, and possibly in 
the central Sufrat ad Oawh gange. 
These deformational events are bilieved to be re~ated t o a 
phase. or phases, of horizontal shortening in. a N-S 
direction . ~ A southward polarity as~ociated with this event 
La inferred on the ~asis of the south vergence of the second 
generation .folds. and the northerly dip of the 
re-imbrication fadlt surfaces. In addition, the central and 
the · southern parts of the st~dy a rea r~cord subsequent 
la!~e-~cale op~n folding alon~ a N-5 striking axial plane. 
.. 
The dtspla~ement along the high-angle faults. wh lch 
· generally trend iri a N-S direction and occur unif~mly 
throughout . the study area. is interpreted to be 
predomi~antly strike-ali~, resulting from a varlatlo~ a l ong 
strike in the amount of movement during .the · dls!flacemen~/.' · of 
the na ppes. These are referred to ·as tear faults··; and are 
a common component in fold and thrust belts (Dahlstrom, 
1970; Laubscher. 1972). • 
- ~- · - -· -----
tl2 
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5.3 Tectonic evolution of the Hawasina nappes in the Sufrat 
ad Dawh Range 
... 
The te.ctonic evolut .ion of the ~ 
Hawasin~ Complex in the 
study area may be divided in three stages (figure 5-l). 
Stage l, figure 5-l(a) 
The early stage of telescoping led to the formation of 
imbricate thrust systems of distinct lithostratigraphic 
units, and to thei~ ' tectonic superposition 
\ 
in the order 
general·ly 
1. . ~.· displayed in the Oman Mountains. The metamorphic 
rocks of the Haybi Complex represent sedimentary (and 
' 
volcanic litholog~es that were ~etamorphosed along the sole 
thrus~ of the Semail ophiolite during its earliest stage o f 
dlsplacemera (Searle. 1980; Searle and Malpas 0 1982) 
Local · pinching out d f s o·me of the nappes ref 1 e c t s t h e 
variation in th~ amo~nt of surface are~ originally covered 
b~ the lithostratigraphic units now •telescoped in these 
nappes. 
' 
Stage 2. figure ·s-1 (b) and (c) 
Folding of the nappes along E-W trending axe~ ·took place 
either simultaneou~ly or s~quentially a~ distinct intervals 
across the strike of~ the allochthons. This stage is 
considered to be a~soclated with th~ development o f 
high-angle compressional faul t s in the core · of the folds. 
In the south, · where the Hamtat Duru nappe Is thinner·. the 
wavelength of the folds ~as shorter • 
• 
\ 
~- ·~--------
·' 
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c) 
Legend 
Semail Ophiolite 
Haybi Complex 
Wahrah nappe 
Hamrat Ouru nappe 
Haliw nappe 
Figure S-1: Tectonic evolution of the 
Complex in the Sufrat ad Dawh 
text for discussion 
Hawasina 
Range (see 
) . 
s 
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d) (i) 
(i i) 
Floor thrust 
of allochthon 
Figure S-1, continued. 
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There ts no tndication as to how f ar s outh the up per 
~wasina and .. the Se11ail nappes extended during this ev e nt 
. 
with respec. to the fold structures. However, diagen e tic 
features of the Hawasina sediments occurring directly so u t h 
of the present-day, erosional front of the Semail na ppe 
that these sediments were never covered by a 
substantia l overburden (D . Bernoulli, pers. comm.) .• This is 
also indicated by the colour 
" 
index (clear wh 1 t e ) of 
conod~>r'lts retrieved from the blocks · of reefal limestone of 
the anomalous olistostromal successio n, o cc urring i n the \ , 
northern Hamrat Duru belt (L. Fahraeu s a nd T. Calon, pers. 
co mm. ) • 
Additional shortening caused the revetse f~ults, i n it ia t ed 
earlier, to propagate upwar d , thus di s rupti ng t ,he limb s o f 
and t .he Wah r ah nappes. These faults 
of the Hamr a t n u r u \" . ' 
are r~garded as 
the folds, and causing the re-imbricatlon 
belonging to a major re-imbri~ation system who~ e sol e thrust 
1 i e s b e n e a t h t h e Wah r.a h n a p p e • The available in f ormation, 
,.. 
however, does not allow a further appraisal of the depth of 
this dtcollement. The Hawasina nappes are known regiona l ly 
to overlie either the Sumeini. nappe, or the Hajar Super 
Group and lt$ Aruma flysch cover (figure 2·4). Hence, · t he 
de co 11 e me n t may 1 t"e , ( a ) , , w i t h 1 n . t h e! H a m r a t D u r u n a p p e , ( b ) , 
at th~ top o f t~e Aru~a Croup, whieh is considered by most 
previous workers a s t h e sol e thrust o f the Lat e Cr e t ac eous 
.. 
allochthons i..n Oman, .or (c.), a t a de e pe r s truct ura l 1 e v e 1, 
wi th)n th e Aruma or the Ha j a r units • 
- - - ~~- - - -----~-------~ 
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Stage 3 1 figure 5-l.(d) 
Folding . along N-S oriented axial planes in the southern 
Hawaslna nappes ~ay have been the result of buckling due to 
an inhomogeneous compressional phase, oriented at a high 
angle to the structural grain of the napp e s, o nly affe c t1ng 
the southern part of the Sufrat ad Dawh Rang e (figure 
5-l(d), 1). Alt~rnatively, this s hortening could have be en 
induced by · bending of. the nappes as the sole thrust of the 
re-lmbrlcation system climbed up-section al ong an N-S 
oriented lateral ramp (figure 5-l(d), it). ln . t h e latter 
case,. the fold structure would .be expected to be 
a s y m me t r i c a .1 , v e r g 1 n g .1 n t h e d 1 p d 1 r e c t 1 o n o f t h e u n d e r 1 y i n g 
ramp. In the s tudy a rea, however, onl y one h inge is 
defined. It is not possible ' to determine if this hinge i s 
part of an asy mmetri~al fri~ d , or not. 
5.4 Timing of deformation 
5.4.1 Regional deformational ~vents 
T h e . L a t e C r e t a c. e o u s a n d T e r t i a r y o r o g e n i c e v e n t s a r e 
responsible f o r most of the de f orma tion in the Mesozoic 
allochthons. Only where Maastrichti a n and Ter ti ary ro c k 
unils a-ce present in the Oma n Mountains, is it possible to 
. ,, 
estimate , , the rel,tive proportion of t h e d e for mation 
result1'{l8 These ro~k s , h o we v e r , d o n o t 
occu~ ln ~~e,Suf~at a4 Dawh Ran ge. ' 
The · horizontal tectonic translation of s e d i mentar y 
1' . 
·"' 
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sequences and the development of nappes 
' 
(as defined b y 
McClay, 1981), is known to be accompanied by a considerable 
amount of stratal shortening, achieved by the imbricatio n 
and folding of the sequences (Price and Mountjoy, 1970; 
Boyer and Elliott, 19 82). The first imbrication epi~ode 
leading to the formation of the nappes, correlates wit h th e 
deformation of the Hawasina nappes in other parts of the 
Oman Mountains, shown to be related to their emplacement on 
the Arabian continental margin (Allemann and Peters, 1972; 
Glennie~.!.!..·· 1973, 1974; Graham, 1980). H·ence, this 
ea~ly imbrication episode can confidently be assigned to the 
Late Cretaceous orogeny. The timing of the later events, 
however, cannot be established. Consequently, the time at 
which the nappes f i na,ll y r ea ch e d the 1 r pre sent p o s i t 1 on and 
configuration is ·uncertain. 
It i 's believed that gravity sliding of the Hawasina 
Complex and the overlying Semail ophiolite, induced by the . 
.. 
uplift of the J.Akhdar-J.Nakhl-Saih Hatat antif o r mal 
culmination trend, may have played a role, also, in the 
deformation recorded in the study .area. Gravity collapse 
structures have ~o far ~een reported only locally along the 
limbs of this structure (Glennie ~ ~·, 1974; Michard et 
.!..!·. 1984; Coffield, 1984) •. Folding and t h r u s t i n g o·f . 
layered atrata as 
~ 
a . consequence of gliding over a tilted 
base, have been amply documented from other fold and thrust 
belts (for example, Mudge, 1970; 
• 
Price, 1971; H_ose and 
Danes, 1973; Lemoine, 1973), and also shown in experiments 
,, 
·--·- - - . ~..___ ... -. 
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(Blay et ~· 1 1977; Guterman, 1980). The feasib i lity of 
suc h a sliding event in . Oman,,; however, needs to be assesse d . 
Figure 5-2 is a schematic NW-SE oriented cross-se c t i on, 
joinin~ Jebel Akhdar an4 the northern part of the Sufrat ad 
Dawh Range. The Hawasina Complex is shown to overlie 
directly the Aruma sequences and the Raja~ shelf c a rbonates. 
This is in accordance with the regional tecton o stratigraph i c 
relationship of these units (figure 2-4). The thickness of 
the Hawasina Complex is thought t o excee d 10'00 me ter s , 
. 
depending on the degree of stratal short e ning of t he 
.-
lithologies within the nappes. The Semail ophiolitic nap pe 
' 
the H~waslna Complex. 
estimated as SOOO,meters (Searle, 
lies above It~ original thickness is 
1980) • . Thus, the min i ma l 
cumulative· thickness of the sliding she~t (the Hawasi na 
Co~plex and the Semail ophiolitic ~appe) · before erosion i s 
thought to exceed 60b0 meters. 
As a working hypothesis, the top of the Aruma Group is 
. . 
assumed to represent the surface along which sli d ing o f th~ 
sheet may 
Akhd a r. 
extre mity, 
' have occurred along the southern flanks o f Jebel 
"B" are at · the top and the bott om: 
re~pectlvely.~ of a south-easterly inclined 
surface, repres e nting the a verage slope gradient o f t h e 
Aruma and the Hajar units. The angl~ 9 of this s l o pe ~i t ~ 
respect to the . horizontal can be determined fro m the 
equation: 
sin e • x/y, or \ 
(.1) a - arc sin xty 
.. , 
-------- -------~- - · - · --
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FJ,gure _5-2: Schematic cross-section joining the 
where 
and y 
. markers. 
J. Akhdar antiformal culmination and the 
Sufrat ad · Dawh Range ( s ee figure 2-3 
fo~ location of the section). The details 
are discussed . in the text. 
is the difference in elevation between A and B, 
is the horizontal distance between these two 
The relief of the ~ntlform reaches . 3000 ~eters • 
. 
In figure 5-2, the Aruma Croup is projected above the 
erosional surface; along th e hinge of the a ntiform, to an 
estimated ~dditional h eight of 1000 meters. Thus, marker A 
is at 4000 mete~s ~bove th~ base of the culmination. To the 
south-~ast, the Aruma Group is thought to lie ~t a mi n i mu m 
~ ----
I 
.. 
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of ~§OO meters in sub-surface, below the Sufrat ad Dawh Range 
• (see the projection of the map structure~ in the northern 
Hamrat Duru belt, figure 4-12). Consequently, the total 
difference in elevation between A and B' X ' i s 4 500 
meters. The horizontal distance "y" between Jebel Akhdar 
and the Sufrat ad Dawh Range ls approximated as 40 
kilometers. The average slope gradient of the Aruma and the 
0 
Hajar units, from equation (1), is then 6.5 . 
,...,, ... -
Hubbert and Rubey (1959) and Hsu (1969) have shown that a 
mass of rocks 6 to 10 kilometers in thickness should slide 
under its own weight on an inclined surface, providing that 
a high pore pressure exists along this surface. It ts 
conceivable that the shaly lithologies of th e Aruma Gro~p 
provided such elevated pore pres s ure. Further, 
~tiding of the Hawasina Complex and the Semail o~tolittc 
nappe above the Aruma sequences should have been facilitated 
. _ 
by the fact that this surface w~s the site of a pre-existing 
dtcollement, the one along which the Hawasi~a Complex was 
fi~st emplaced on the continental margin • 
. The d@collement associat~d with the slidi~~ event can also 
.i 
' lie within or below the Hajar shelf sequences (as discussed 
ln the previous sect~on). Evaporitic sequences are reported 
in the pre-Permian sequences~ in southern Oman (Gorin!.!_!..!. · , 
1982) • . These lithologies are often foun'a along overthrust 
.surfaces, in other orogenic belts. They have low sbear 
s~~i· th and 
~~ . an~; ubey , -
are known to provide high fluid pressure (Heard 
1966), and thus offer an ide~l gliding·horlzon 
along which gravity sliding may have takea plafe• 
-: 
j 
L ·-·. 
,. 
\. 
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In !lummary, th-ere are three major events that could have 
to -the deformation of the Hawasina C-ompLex in 
I 
the Sufrat ad Dawh Range. These are, ;:firstly, a deformation 
associated with the accretion and emplacement of the 
a,llochthons; , seC'ondly, a ·Tertiary compres,s i o nal event 
regionally oriente4 in a NE-SW direct;ion, that is known to y 
- have affected the Maastrichtian and Tertiary neo· 
autochthonous carbonate cover: in the Oman Mountains; 
thirdly_. gravity sliding along the flanks of the 
J.Akhdar-i.Nakhl:..Saih Hatat culmination. 
_, 
5.4.2 Alternatives for the timing ot' deformatloA in the 
Suf rat ad Da_wh Range 
. 
Various scenarios may be envis~ged for the timing of the 
deformation recorded in the -Sufrat ad Dawh Range. These are 
shown in table 5-l. 
three deformational stages described in the _ previous sectio n 
(S. 3J. The timing of deformation (the h'orizontal scale of 
the table) is divided into 1 ) the defor~atlon associated 
! .. -~ 
with the emplacement · of the Late Cretaceous allochthons, an d 
.. 
2) the deformaf10n post-dating and 
'- . 
kinematically unrelated 
with the emplayment 
em~lacement deformation 
of the 
comprises 
allochthons. The post-
the deformation associated 
with the Tertiary orogeny, and the gravity sliding along th e 
s o u t he r n ,_ 1 i m b of the Jebel Ak-hdar culmination. Th e 
J.Akhdar-J.Nak.hl-Saih Hatat culmination, inter p reted by most 
pre\fious · workers as having developed in the Tertiary, may 
- - - - - -- --- -- -
~ .. - . .-.~ -
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' . 
also have formed 
t 
i n t h e La 1: e C r e t a c eo u s. d u r i n g t h e 
emplacement of the nappes, tn · response to deep-sea,ted 
ramping (section 2. 5). I n e i · t h e r c a s e , the s 11 d i n g w o u l d 
\ 
have postdated the emplacement of the nappes. 
S c e n a r i o s A , B , C a n d D c o n s i d e r t h a t o nl y · the f i r s t s t a g e 
o.f · deformation recorded in the Sufrat ad Dawh Range (stage 
1) occurred during t 'he Late Cretaceous orogeny. ln scenario 
A, the re-imbrication event (s'tage 2) is caused by the N-S 
oriented compression associated with the Tertiary orogeny, 
which is · als~ responsible for the form at ion -o f the 
J .Akhdar.;.J ~Nakhl-Saih Hatat antiformal culmination. 
Subsequent gravity sliding off the £lank of Jebel Akhdar 
could have produced stage 3 in the study area, by 
translating the Hawasina Complex further southwards along 
-
the sole thrust of the re-imbrication system, above a N-S 
striking ramp (as shown in figure s-~(·)· ii). 
Scenario assigns the · formation of the 
J .Akhdar·J. Nakhl·Sai h Hat at culmination to th.e Late 
. . Cretaceous . emplacemept 0~ the nappes. Subsequent gravity 
s lid i n g a 1 o n g· t he s o u t h e r n 11 m b o f J e b e 1 A k h d a r , 1 e d t o t h e 
re·imbrication event · tn the s t ud y a rea (.stag e 2 ) •. Minor · 
shortening· fn the E-IJ d~ 'rection (stage 3) is Tertiary in 
age, and could have resulted fro111 buckling in the E-W 
.,direction (figure Srl(d), i, of a similar nature as the 
origt n of the · NE-SW oriented segment of the 
J,Ak.hdar-J.Nakhl-Saih Hatat culmination. Stage 3 could also 
ha.ve , resu1 ted from further· t ran s 1 a ··c ian of the Haw as in a 
a 11 o c h t h on s a b o v e. a N - S t rend 1 n g r a in p ( f i g u r e 5 - 1 ( d ) , 1 i . 
~- --~~. - --·---- ·---· -·'-'------~ 
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SCENARIOS 
A 
8 
c 
D 
E 
f 
G 
It 
\ 
J 
~ 
Table S·l: . Tlrolng of deformation of the 
Hawasiria Complex in .the Sufrat ad Dawh Range . 
. The numbers l,2 and 3 are the three stages 
of deformation recorded in the study area. 
(See text for discussion). 
-
T I M I N G 0 F D E F 0 R M A T I 
-
0 
Late Cretaceous Post-emplacement 
Emplasement of the 
nappes Gravity sliding Tertiary 
orogeny 
1 2 
' · -
l 2 
. 3 
~ 
1 21 3 
1 
' 
21 3 
.. 
1, 2 f 3 \ 
11 2 3 
1,2 3 
N 
Gravity sliding 
---- 3 
2.) 
-
. 
. 
\ 
\ , 
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Scenario C assigns stages 2 and 3 to · the Tertiary oroge ny. 
If iravity ~liding occurred along xhe limbs oL Jebel Akhdar, 
it did not contribute to the deformation Hawasina 
Complex in the Sufrat ad Dawh Range. 
. In scenario D, the Tertiary orogeny did not affe c t the 
study area. This scenario considers stages. 2 a n d 3 as 
resulting · from gravity sliding along the southern li mb of 
Jebel A~hdar, regardless of whether ~s culminati o n for med 
in the La t e C'r eta ceo us or in th-e Terti a r y • T h e 1 a t t e r .c a s e , 
however, is not likely in 
Tertiary orogeny caused 
/ 
this 
the 
structure, it would likely 
scenario, because 
formation of the 
have affe c ted the 
Complex in the study area, as well. 
if the 
J ',Akhdar 
Hawasina 
.se e n a rio E assigns all three stages of deformation in the 
s tudy are a ~o the Late Cretaceous orogeny. It i mp lies t hat 
,nei·thez:: the Tertiary compressiona'l event, nor the postulated 
gravity sliding off the flank of Jebel Akhdar , have pla yed a 
role in the deformation of the Hawasina~lex in th e !lt~dy 
. ' 
area. In this scenario, E-W ori ent e d shortening in the 
study area (sHge 3) wou.ld have re s ulted from bending of the 
Hawasina Co~plex over a N-S trendi ng ramp at depth (figure 
5-l(d). Pi). Stage 3 would then repres e nt th e l a t es t 
iacrement in a progressive deformation associated wlth. the 
emplaceme-nt~ the nappes • . j ' 
The neo - au t ocb~honous Maastrich t ian and Te rtiar y ca r bona te 
cover is sparsely distributed in the Om a n Mo u ntai n s (se~ 
f igure 2-'3). These rocks all record s ,hortening, refle c ted 
\ 
_ .. 
; -
- - · - t 
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by broad folding of various styles (.Glennie . et ~·, 1974; 
Searle, 1982, unpubl. E~RI rep.). T h i a s ·u g g e s t s t h a t t h & 
T.ertia_ry orogeny affected, to~ minimal eJJ.t.ent, the whole o f 
' 
the Oman Mountains. Hence, scena.rlos D and E are thought to 
be unlikely. 
Scenarios F and G differ from E in that t h e latest 
' ' 
d~formationa..l stage (stage 3), postdates th e e·mpl a ce ment o f 
the nappes. In F, stage 3 is associated with the Terti a r y 
orogeny. This stage may either be the res u lt o f 
inhomogeneous buckling (figure 5-l(d), i) of the same nature 
as the or1Ba1n of the -NE-SW •trending segment o f th e 
J,Akhdar~J.Nakhl-Saih Hatat culmination, or it co~ d have 
been related to bendi n~ above a N-S trending ramp (figure 
5-l(d), 11). In scenario ~ J stage 
\, 
3 is caused by gravity 
sliding of :the nappes in response to the formation of the 
Jebe 1 Akhdar culmination, in the L'a te Cretaceops. This 
scenar .io is unlikely, for the same reason as mentioned for D 
and E. 
Fro• the av~ilable information, 
etermine ~hich of • the s e seven 
for the deformational· 
Co ple K in the 
. 
Sufra t ad Dawh 
exception of scenarios D' E and G, 
it is not ppssible 
~ 
s cenarios is the 
t o 
most 
h 1 s.t'o ry of the Ha wasin a 
Range • All, with the 
appear equally valid. 
- - - -- ~- - -- -~ ~-- - -- -
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5.5 Regiona~ implications 
t. 
J~bel Salakh, Jebel Hadamar and Jebel Madar are elongated 
elli pt leal to rounded hills of outcrop, each defining a 
G 
doubly-plunging anticline that exposes the carbonate shelf 
sequences of the Hajar Supergroup (fig'ure S-3). These 
structures, along with smaller circular outcrop exposing. the 
Aruma as wel'l as the llaj&r lithologies, for:n an - E-W 
arcuate belt of tlminations, with V'ariably 
plunging axes, situated near the southern margin of the 
Sufrat ad Dawh Range. The proximity of the Hajar and the 
Aruma units to toe southern HaMrat Duru belt indicates that 
the s~rface trac~ of the sole thrust of the liawasina 
allochthons lies very close to t~e southern margin, of the 
Suf~ad Dawh Range (figure S-3). The absence of Sumeini 
lithologies in this area e,uggests that the imbricat~ of the 
Hamrat Duru belt rest directly on ~he Aruma lithologies. 
the ~_t!_ological map of Glennie !.!_ .!.!.· (1974} shows that the 
J.Salakh and J.Hadamar culminations are bounded along their 
southern edges by E~W trending faults (as in fig u re 
5-3). Furthermore, these structures "have slightly 
overturned south-western flanks, suggesting partia. l 
.. 
detach11ent from the basement by a coMpressive movement 
directed from the north •. ·· (Glennie et !.!..•, 1974, p'.338). 
This geometry, illustrated in figure 5-4, compares well with 
-the geometry of the re-1mbrication structures recor ded in 
.. 
the Sufrat ad Dawh Range. These faults ite thought to 
.. . 
flatten at depth. showing that, at least Ln the southernmost 
I 
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Figure 5·3: Tectonic setting of the J.Salakh, 
J.Madamar and J.Madar anticlines. (1: sole 
thrust of the Semail ophiolite, 2: sole 
thrust of the Hawasina allochthons, 
3: fault trend along the southern 
margin of the J.Salakh and J.Madamar 
antiforms, 4: J.Salakh-J.Madamar-
J.Madar antiformal axis, 5: dolomite 
breccias in Al Hammah). 
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part of the weate~n foothills, the re-imbrication may have 
affected the Hajar shelf sequences • 
.. . 
N s 
-
_.:--
1 
Figure 5-4: Structural configuration postulated for 
the·J. Salakh and the J, Hadamar anticlines. 
Imbrication of the Mesozoic carbonate shelf sequences wa s 
·• 
documented from the 'Musandam peninsula, in the northern Oman 
Mountains, by Searle et al. · (1983). The · age of this 
. deformation was a!signed by ' these workers to the Tertiary. 
Jebel Hadar is a structural dome that Ls currently · 
· interpr~t~d ~6 have formed tn response to sub-surface salt 
d 1 a p L ri s m . ( G 1 e n n i e e t .!!. . , 1_ 9 7 4 ; Go r i n e t !..!_. , 1 9 8 2 ) • I n 
view of it~ structural relationship with J .salakh and 
J.Hadamar. i t is thought that the J.Madar culmination •ay 
insiead be the result of a co~pressional .event of the same 
n.a ture as the origin ot the J.Salakh and the J.M a damar 
structures. The J.Madar anticline may thus be geometri~ally 
associated with a rever~e fault, as sh o wn in 'figure 5·4, 
~ · 
.. . ···- - - ----
:> . 
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representing the eastern extension of a ·major E-W striking, 
t" 
arcuate fault surface exposed ~~ong the southern margins of 
J.Salakh and J.Madamar, but whose surface trace i~ otherwise 
hidden in the gravel plain. 
North-east of J.Hadar, wlthln the Raw•si~a na~pes of the 
Al Hammah Range, Glennie e .t !..!.• (1974, p.338) reported tlH 
presence o,f a s m a 11 , E- W trending , " line a r p 1 u g" cons is t in g 
of "fettd black dolomite breccias", This occurrence was 
interpreted by these workers,_ · and later by Gorin ~ al. 
·-
(1982 ), as being related to near surface salt diapirism. 
" Recent detailed geological lnves.tigations by P. Cawood and 
K. Green (1984, unpubl. ESRl rep.) have shown that these 
breccias lie along" _aq E-W trending regional fault, 
cross-cutting pre-ex!stlng imbricate fault planes of the 
Ha)"asina nappes. Cawood and Green furthe~ compared the 
dolomitic breccias to carbonate slope-type lithologies 
similar to some · of the units of the Sumeint Group. 
foll~ws that, rather than b~ing rel~ted to ·s~lt dlaptrtsm, 
the dolomitic breccias may have been brought u~~rom beneath 
the Hawasina nappes, where the S umei n 1 nappe presumably. 
lies, along a major «·iobdcation fa)lt. This scenario Ls 
similar to that documented in the Sufr t· ad Pawh Range. 
Since little de~ailed•structurat. work h~s been published 
from the Oman orosenic belt. it is not known to what extent 
the two-s~age imbrication history ~ocumented in this 
has taken effect in o~her ~arts of the belt. 
Graham (1980a, and b) proposed a two~stage model for the ~ \ . 
\ 
\ 
- - - --- --~- - ---- - - -- - - --- - -
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..... 
emplacement of the late Cretaceous a llochtho.ns ~ to explain 
. / 
north-east facing folds in the Kawa~ina window. and the 
truncation of the Hawasina units by the floor thrust of the 
0 
over lying Semail napp-e. The first stage is related to 
c 6 n ~ 1 n en t !11 under t h r us tin g a n,d 1mb 'ric at 1 on of the Sume1ni , 
,• · Hawasina · and Haybi nappes. T.he later stage is represen t e d 
by the subsequent ~mplacement of th.e ·semail ophiolite 
gravity. While the Se mail ott,hiolite nappe may ·not have 
originally extended as far south as the Sufrat ad Dawh 
Range. it may have contributed to the deformation in t h is 
ar~a by "pushing" the Hawasina nappes in front of ~ ts t oe. 
Tbis scheme would then impl·y that the re-imbricatio n •ev e nt 
iJl the Sufrat ad Dawh Range · is' late Cretaceous i n ·age. \ 
. Glennie ~ ~· (~974) reported other local eKceptions to 
't 
\ the "stacking rule". and it is possible that 
these 
exceptions are also related to the re-imbrication of a n 
already establishe\ tectonostratig r aphy. 
) -;1 
' '!--_ __ _ _ 
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Chapter 6 
CONCLUSION 
The deformational .style_ in the Sufrat· ad Dawl\ Range is 
dominated by a regular, hinterland-facing imbrication, whose 
structural gNin trends in an E-W orientation, paralleling 
the reglonal tectonic strike of the Cretaceous 
allochthons in the Oman Mouatains. - Two major, geometrical ly 
distinct, sets of imbricate 
...... 
faults are recognised. The 
predominant set is related to the southward t~lescoplni of 
the lithologies o~ the Hamrat Duru Group~ and the \olahrah 
Formation into two separate thrust systems, or nappes. This 
_imbrication is thought to ~ve occurred ~oncurrently with 
the tectonic superpositiop of the nawasina nappes Ln the 
Sufrat ad Davh Range, in 
... 
the stacking order generally 
1 displayed in the Oman Mountains. 
The second set of imbricate faults resulted froTU 
additional shqrtening of the Hawasina nappes in a N-S 
direction. It caused the re-imbrication of the Hawasln i 
tectonoatratigraphy in. the northern and the southern part s 
of the Sufrat ad Oaw~ Range. In the north, this event - is· 
preceeded by the Jormation of a large:..scale E-W trending 
antiformal cul~ination, folding the H~mrat Duru, the W~hrah, 
the Al Ayn and the SemaL·l ophiolite nappes. Increasing 
---- . 
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amp q f 1 c a t i' on of this antiform resulted in brittl~ failure 
along 1 t s 1 i mbs • causing the Hamrat Duru nappe to be 
em·placed in a southward direction over ihe Wahrah nappe. A. 
similar scenario ls proposed for the re·imbrlcatlon of the . 
Hamrst Duru and the Wahrah nappes 1ft the southern p~rt of 
the Sufrat ad Dawh Range, ~ut there, the folding associated 
\ 
with this shortening event vas at a smatl._er scale. 
··--· ·. 
A 
re-imbric~tlon eventt affecting the Wahrah nappe, is also 
recorded in the central Sufrat ad Dawh Range. In addition, 
the central and the southern part of this range_ record 
subseqlfent large-scale open folding along a N-S oriented 
aKial plane. This event may have resulted from bending of 
the Hawasiqa uappes above a N~s oriented lateral ramp at 
depth. Alternatively, these nappes could hav~ been buckled 
by an inhomogeneous co~pr~sslonal event oriented in an E-U 
direction. 
The timing of the deformation i~ the study area cannot be 
cfea~ly esta~lished. While the early episode of i~brication 
is believed to be related to the late C~~tac~ous e~placement 
of the nappes, later deformation · may 'be assigned to the same 
process of emplacement, to a Tertiary orogenic event, or to 
r 
gr.avity · sliding along the flanks o( the l~rge J.A khdar -
J.Nakh'-1-Saih Hatat antiformal culminatio·n. 
--
) Renee, this study confirm~ the ~ccurrence, by 
Glennie ~ !l· (1974), of an antiformal 1 culmina~ion centered 
along' _the northern Ramrat Duru belt, and of· a reversal in 
\ ' 
the tectonost!~tigr~phy· in the south part of ihe S~fr a t a d 
... . \ . 
· - -·-- --- ----
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. . 
Dawh. Rang a. It further demonstrates that these 
'1- ,-...,_· 
features ,' ';\..__j 
were caused by a m~jor re·imbrication episode s~stematically 
affecting the Hawasina Complex in the study Since 
Glennie et ~1 . . (1974) referred to this reversal in the 
tectonostratigraphy of the·Late Cretaceou~ allochthons as a 
local exception to . an ~therwlse consistent stacking rule, it 
. 
uay indicate that the re·imbrication of the Hawasina nappes 
is particu.lar to the Sufrat ad Dawh Range ~nd does not 
generally occur in other parts of the Otuan Mountains. 
Alternatively, it is thought .tha.t re-i~~r_tcation 
Cretaceous allochthons may be a common ~ature in 
can only be outlined by more ~detailed 
of the Late 
Oman ·-but 
structural 
J 
investigations. 
Most previous workers have placed the sole thrust of the 
late Cretaceous allochthons in the Oman Mountains at the .top 
of the Aruma Group, . i.e. the ~ruma tp, the Hajar Supergroup 
'g I 
pre-Permian units are considered autochthonous. 
~ . 
and the 
There is r{o"-dir~ct evidence . to tndicate · to what_ depths the 
surface structures may extend in the Sufr.at ad Dawh: Ra-nge. 
However, the proximity of the J.Salakh-J.Madamar-J.Madar 
antiformal trend to th~ southern margin of the Sufrat ad 
Dawh Range demonstrates that the Hajar shelf carbonate 
sequences lie at a relatively shallow structural level 
beneath the Hamrat Duru imbrlcqte~ -of southern Hamrat 
Duru be.lt. Moreover, th~ geometric a l relationship of the 
J.Salakh and J.Madamar anticlinal structures · with revers e 
faults bounding their southern limbs is ~hown to be very ~ 
I 
-· ---~------· -·---
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similar to the geometry that resulted from the 
re~imbrication event, affecting the " Hawasina thrust sy~~ems 
in the Sufrat ad Dawh Range. It ~s · _thus .conceivable that 
" /,;. 
-the ' Hajar. shelf sequences ars affected by imbr:fcation. and 
are iherefore _ ?Ot. as 
e t ric t~y:l~t'och thonous. 
~~J .. .. 
. . 
interpreted by previo~e workers, 
.. 
) 
--- - --- ~ ~- -~ -- --
' 
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